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SUMMARY

This report presents the supporting data for a proposed noise cer-

tification rulefor supersoniccivilaircraft.

The background informationpresented shows thatsupersonictrans-

ports are inherentlynoisierthansubsonicjettransports,although the

two current supersonic airplanes (Conoorde and TU-144) targeted for

airline service in the near future are not significantly noisier under the

flight path than the four-engine narrow-bodied commercial jet trans-

ports now in world-wide operation. However, the supersonic aircraft

noise is characterized by greater low-frequency content than the sub-

sonic aircraft, which propagates within the audible frequency range to

greater distances, and which causes greater vibration response of

:_ , structures subjected to it.

:_ The Analysis section considers certain idealized model airports

: +'_ and establishes the effects+ on noise exposure of the airport neighbor-

hood community, of the introduction of various rates of operation of
! I

:+ supersonic airplanes into a subsonic airplane fleet. Results indicate
ii

=+:+ that injectionof afew flights per day ofan SST would have noise effectst

tI ranging from trivial for a typical subsonic airplane fleet to substantial(about 5 dB increase in cumulative noise exposure) for a subsontefleet

: retrofitted for noise control. As one possible expedient+ one operation
i i

+. of a current DC-8 or B707 could be deleted for each SST operation

!'+ introduced, with essentially no change in the neighborhood noise ex-

posure (neglecting sideline effects. )

i TheHealth, Welfare, and EeonomicConsiderations section includes

)l tl
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an analysis which provides details on potential costs and possible ac-

tions to control noise exposure incident to Introduction of SST flights.

A methodology for determining noise impact is presented in an appendix

and applied to an idealized model airport. The results illustrate the

strong influence on noise impact thai SST operations can have, partle-

ularly for communities that might be benefitting from reduced noise

exposure due to operations of noise controlled aircraft. Various re_m-

latory options for controlling the noise impact of SST aircraft are dis-

cussed in detail,

It is concluded that current designs of SST aircraft cannot comply

with FAR 36 but tbat future designs can at least meet those require-

ments. In view of these conclusions as well as the other factors dis-

F"I cussedj five of the various regulatory options are recommended for

1
i further consideration for the development of one or more rules.

The first rule would require that future supersonic airplanes (all

SSTs after the Concorde and TU-144) meet the same noise standards

. required for subsonic airplanes (FAR 36) in effect on the date of type

certificate application.

' The second rule is designed to protect the public health and wel-

fare by requiring an airline operator to seek FAA approval of proposed
i
i SST flights. In order to obtain this approvalj the operator must submit

a Noise Impact Assessment_ showing that_ by implementation of vari-

ous options available to him_ he will limit the increase in noise impact

to that which would occur if an airplane that meets FAR 38 noise level

I e
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requirements were to be used for the proposed operations.

The thirdrule would prescribe requirements for supersoniccivil

aircraft in two categories. Future supersonic airplane types would be

required to comply with FAR 36 in effecton the date of design applica-

tion, as in the first rule. Later production versions of current

supersonic airplane types, i•e., those produced after Dec. 31, 1984,

• Would be required to comply with the present provisions of FAR 3G.

The fourth rule to be considered would be similar to the third,

I exceptthatitwould definelaterproductionairplanesof currentsuper-
I

l ', sonictypes in such a way that allthose airplanesproduced afterthe

i ones now actuallycommitted for constructionwould be required to con-
i
I form to FAR 36.

¢'_i The fifth rule as an alternate to the second, would seek to protecti

_ the public health and welfare by restricting landing and takeoff opera-

tions of supersonic airplanes to designated airports in the Untied States.

The permission for SSTs to operate at those airports would be sub-

;': ject to approval bythe airport operator and contingent upon operational

_! restrictions, intended to limit the noise impact, agreed upon jointly

;: by the FAA and the airport operator. Such restrictions might include

_i the use of specified runways and noise abatement procedures, and re-

, atrictedhours ofoperation•

i:
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} _ IFR Instrument Flight Rules

ILS Instrument Landing System!
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...; NPRM Notice of Proposed Rule Making
J

[ QN QuLet Nacelle, i. e.j nacelle treated with SAM
i

_1 R/F Refan - retrofit of jet engine providing a

, Ir larger fan and treated nacelle

:, ' R/STOL Reduced and/or Short (field) Takeoff and Landing

!_ RTOL Reduced (field) Takeoff and Landing

SAM Sound Absorption Material (treatment for
enginenacelle)

SST Supersonic Transport

STOL Short (field)Takeoff and Landing

_FR Visual Flight Rules

" V]STOL Vertical and/or Short (field) Takeoff and Landing

, _/TOL Vertical Takeoff and Landing
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1. [NTI:_ODUCTION AND PERSPIL'CTIVES

Public Law 90-411 amended the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 to

rcquirethat, in order to afford present and future relief and protection

to the public from unnecessary aircraft noise and sonic boom, the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) shall prescribe and amend such

regulations as the FAA may find necessary to provide for the control

and abatement of aircraft noise and sonic boom. In addition,

PL 90-411 provided detailed specifications that must be considered by

the FAA in prescribing and amending aircraft noise and sonic boom

: regulations.

! ', The Noise Control Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-574) supersedes

! Public Law 90-411 and amends the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 to

f_' include the concept of "health and welfare" and to define the

responsibilities of and interrelationships between the FAA and the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the control and abatement

of aircraft noise and sonic boom. Specifically, the Noise Control

Act requires that, in order to afford present and future relief and

protection to the public health and welfare from aircraft noise and

sonic boom, the FAA, after consultation with EPA, shall prescribe

and amend such regulations as the FAA may find necessary to provide

i_ for the control and abatement of aircraft noise and sonic boom.

_ The Noise Control Act also requires that EPA shall submit to the

_ FAA proposed regulations to provide such control and abatement of

aircraft noise and sonic boom (including control and abatement
I

_.,! through the exercise of any of the FAA's regulatory authority over ,

'-_i 1-1
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air commerce or transportation or over aircraft or airport operations)

as EPA determines is necessary to protect the public health and

welfare. The regulations proposed by IEPA are to be based upon, but

not submitted before completion of, a comprehensive study to be under-

taken by the EPA and reported to Congress.

The AircraftAirport Noise Study, %vhich has been completed, was

required to investigate the:

(I) adequacy of Federal Aviation Administration flight

" and operational noise controls;

(2) adequacy of noise emission standards on new and

: existing aircraft, together with recommendations

i ; on the retrofittingand phaseout of existing aircraft;
: /-h
, _: (3) implications of identifyingand achieving levels of

i cumulative noise exposure around airports; and

1 (4) additional measures available to airport operators

and local governments to control aircraft noise.

The study was implemented by a task force composed of six task

groups whose product consisted of a report to Congress and slx

volumes of supporting data (one volume for each task group). The

reports are identifiedas References 1 through 7.

Concurrent with the Aircraft/Airport Noise Study, the EPA pre-

pared a general document of criteria, Reference 8, in conformance

I" wlth Section 5(a)(1) of the Noise Control Act. This "Criteria

• ! Document u reflects the selentlfleknowledge most useful in indicating

- i the kind and extent of all identifiableeffects on the public health and

"-I welfare which may be expected from differing cluaatitissof noise.

i-2
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In addition, as required by Section 5(a)(2) of the Noise Control Act,

the EPA has prepared a document on the levels of environmental noise°

the attainment and maintenance of which in defined areas under various

conditions are requisite to protect the public health and welfare with

an adequate margin of safety• This "Levels Document" is identified

as Reference 9•

The key findings of the "Levels Document" may be summarized as

follows:

(1) The preferred measure for cumulative noise exposure is Leq, the

energy average A-weighted sound levelintegrated over a 24-hour period,

or Day-Night Level, Ldn. Ldn is essentially the same as Leq, except

that the sounds occurring during night hours (2200 - 0700) are weighted

by an adjustment factor of 10 dB to account for increased annoyance of

noise during night hours.

•(, (2) An Ldn of 55 dB has been identified as the noise exposure levelwhich should not be exceeded in order to protect persons against annoy-

anee, with an adequate margin of safety.

(3) An Leq of 70 dB has been identified as that noise exposure level

which should not be exceeded in order to protect persons against perma-

nent hearing impairment, with an adequate margin of safety.

Both of the foregoing levels are daily averages over long periods of

time, rather than maximum allowables for single exposures.

tks a result of the Aircraft]Airport Noise Study, EPA determined

that an effective program to protect the public health and welfare with

respect to aircraft noise would require the development and proposal

-_ 1-3
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to the FAA of three complementary types of regtflations:

(1) Noise abatement flight procedures,

(2) Noise source emission regulations (type certification)

affecting the design of new aircraft and requiring the

modification or plmseout of certain portions of the

existing fleet, and

(3) An airport noise regulation, whicl_ would limit the

cumulative exposure received by noise-sensitive land

areas in communities surrounding airports. Such a

regulation, by acting as a performance standard for

the airport as a complex source, would require

achievement of mutually compatible airport operational

/_q, and land use patterns.

i The following eight areas have been identified for aircraft noise

• t regulations to be proposed by the EPA for promulgation by the FAA

_, under Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act as amended.

• (a) Flight Procedures

(1) Takeoff

Individual airports, or runways of the airports, can

be placed into the following three main categories regarding

community noise exposure: sideline noise sensitive; near down-

:. range noise sensitive; and far downrange noise sensitive. A set

of three standard takeoff procedures suitable for safe operation of

each type of civil turbojet airplanes are being considered for use,

as appropriate, to minimize the noise exposure of the noise sensitive

r --i communitles.
_' : 1"4

i
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(2) Approach and Lmlding

The followiug two standardized approach procedures,

suitable for safe operation of each type of civilturbojet airplanes,

shall be proposed for use as appropriate is minimize community

noise exposure: reduced flap snttingsI cmd two segment approach

(approximately 6°/3°).

(3) Minimum Altitudes

Minimum safe altitudesj higher than are presently

specified in the Federal Aviation Regulations, sball be proposed

for the purpose of noise abatement, applicable to civil turbojet

powered airplanes regardless of category.

(b) Type Certification

(4) Rctrofit/Flect Noise Level

i Nearly 1, 800 existing large turbojet airplanes, having

{ at least 4, 000,000 operations per year in the United States are not

covered by any noise rule but are the major source of noise impact

in the vicinity of most air-carrier airports. Regulations shall be

proposed to insure that both the existing and future civil aircraft

:.: fleet are controlled to noise levels as low as possible by available

technology.

(5) Supersonic Civil Aircraft

! Regulations shall be proposed which would limit the

i- noise generated by" future types of civil supersonic aircraft to levels
I

•_ - i commensurate with the subsonic civil fleet.

'/ 1-5
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(8) Modifications to F¢!dt)ral Aviation Rci?rulatlans (FAR 36)

Modifications to FAR 3G shall be proposed for lowering

the noise criteria leve]s for all new airp]ane types that must

comply. In addition, various amendments shall be proposed that

would: require altitude and temperature aceountab£]ity; strengthen

test conditions for acoustical change approvals; and, in gzneral,

make the rule clearer and mere effective.

(7) Propeller Driven Small Airp]anes

-, Noise standards shall be proposed for propeller driven

small airplanes applicable to new type designs, newly produced air-

planes of older type designs, and to the prohibition ol' "acoustical

changes" in the type design of those airplanes.

(8) Short Haul Aircraft

Noise standards shall be proposed for all aircraft

capable of vertical, short, or reduced takeoff or landing operations.

:_ The required lengths of runways for these operations are being
>

(! considered as: 1,000 ft. for VTOL; 2,000 ft. for STOL; and

: 4, 000 ft. for RTOL.

It should be understood that the eight proposed aircraft noise regulations

representa package which, intoto, is expected to bring about a substan-
E

v ttal improvement in the noise environment due to aircraft. While any one

regulatio n, by itself, willnot solve the community noise problems due to

aircraft, each one as abuildingblock will result in appreciable improve-

merit, andit is anticipated that all eight togetber will effectuate a marked

reduction in the number of persons exposed to undesirably lgtgh levels of

i



aircraft noise, This effect will be additive to tileimprovement expected

over the next decade or so as the older, noisier aircraft in the U.S.

aviation fleet are retired and replaced with newer, quieter types with

larger passenger capacity°

Illprescribing and amending standarcls and regulations, Section SII

of tbe Federal Aviation Act as amended requires that tileFAA shall

consider whetiler any proposed standard or regulation is:

(I) consistent _4th tilehighest degree of safety in air

commerce or air transportation intilepublic interest;

: (2) economicallyreasonable;

P

•. (3) technologically practicable; and

(4) appropriate fo_ tile particular type of aircraft, aircraft

engine, appliance, or certificate to which it will apply.

The above considerations of safety, economies, and technology are

constraints on the noise regulatory actions tbat may conflict with full

achievement of tlle stringent requirement of protection to the public

health and welfare. To achieve compatibility, the regulations must be

carefully constructed, comprehensive, and sophistinsh_d instruments for

exploiting the most effective and feasible technology, flight procedures,

and operating controls available.

The regulations proposed by the EPA for promulgation by the FAA

must be practically as complete and comprehensive as the FAA would

propose on their own initiative. Otherwise, conflicts between the

regulatory constraints of safety, economics, and technology and the

! requirement of protection to the public health and welfare could delay

"-_' constructive action indefinitely.

'l-TJ
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Tile development of an aircraft noise regulation starts wlth the

preparation of a project repro't, which is primarily a technical document

providing as much definitive information as possible on such matters

as background, objectives, available technology, cost-effectiveness,

and recommended criteria for levels, measurements, and analyses.

The p_'oject report will provide the basic input necessary for the

preparation of a notice of proposed rulomak£ng (NPI_M), which will

be the format of caci_ regulation to be proposed by the EPA to the FAA.

The procedure ks to solicit comments on eaci_ project report from

an EPA Working Group and a broad segment of interested organizations

, and the public. Numerous representatives of Government, the aviation

_ community, environmental groups, and private citizens are participating

in the review process and are making valuable contributions. The

! project l'eports, while in the draft stage, do not reReet official EPA
I

:: i policy or position. They are, however, an effective medium for

informing the interested parties of contemplated actions, furnishing

.. them with pertinent data, and providing a vehicle or conduit for

receiving information.

The comments are carefully analyzed and used where appropriate

to prepare a second draft reflecting constructive suggestions and

including valuable supplementary information. It is anticipated that

'. three drafts at most are needed to surface all of the controversial issues

,. and to identify and gain access to all data necessary for the dewlopment

of the regulations.

.._ 1-8
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The EPA has issued a Notice of Public Comment Period (Federal

Register, Vol. 39j No. 3,1,19 February 1974) (Reference 10) concerning

aircraftand airportnoise _'cgulations.This Notice can be considered

as an ANPRM identifyingnhle aircraft and one airport noise regulatory

actions that cou]d be effective in controlling aircraft noise. The firzt
i

seven actions proposed in the Notice are identical to the first seven

items presented here. Actions 8 and 9 of the Notice, R/STOL and V/STOL

aircraft, respectively, are included in Item 8, Short Haul AircrafL

-. presented here. Action 10 of the Notice refers to the airport noise

regulation.

The purpose of the Notice ls to invite interested persons to par-

ticipate in EPA's development of the regulations to be proposed, by

_-_ submitting such written data, views, or arguments as they may desire.

,, The Notice is not definitive in regard to any particular proposed

! regulation but refers to them in a general way. Information is solicitedI

_::: ! relating to the basic requirement that the regulations contribute to the
i

_ promotion of an environment for all Americans free from noise that

;_ jeopardizes their health or welfare, or to the four statutory constraints
;i

pertaining to safety, economics, and technology.

! Requests for information concerning the Notice should not be
J_

;, confused with similar requests concerning a project report on any one

:! of the proposed regulatory actions. The project reports are specialized

i:. detailed documents containing recommended procedures and much

_: supporting data, and are circulated for comment and critique.

,._ 1-9
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2. SYSTEMS CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT NOISE

Protection to the public health and welfare from aircraft noise is

accomplished most effectively by exercising four noise control options

taken together as a system:

(a) source control consisting of the application of basic

desi&,n principles or special hardware to the engine/

airframe combination which will minimize the

generation and radiation of noise;

(b) path control consisting of the application of flight
: !

procedures which will minimize the generation and

propagation of noise;

(c) receiver control consisting of the application of

H.... restrictions on the type and use of aircraft at

' the airport wbich will minimize community noise

: _I exposure; and

,:.i

: (d) land use control consisting of developing or

modifying airport surroundings for maximum

noise compatible usage.

In general, the primary approach for noise abatement is to attempt

to control the noise at the source to the extent that the aircraft would

be acceptable for operations at all airports and enroute. And in prin-

ciple, aircraft noise can be controlled extensively at the source by

massive implementation of available technology. In practice, however,

technology capability for complete control without exorbitant penalties

....._ is not yet available and may never be. A regulation requiring full
i

, 2-1
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protection to the public health and welfare by source control, therefore,

would have the effect of preventing the development of most new

aircraft and grounding the existing ch, il fleet.

Path control, for most cases, can be an effective option for

substantial reduction of aircraft noise. Furthermore, it has the

advantage that the results are additive to those obtained by source

control. However, specialized flight procedures are limited because

of the need to maintain the highest degree of safety. Therefore, a

regulation requiring full protection to the public health and welfare

by flight procedures is not feasible at this time and probably never will

be. Nevertheless, all aircraft can be flown safely in various modes

that produce a wide range of noise exposure. And, at the least, those

safe modes, which will minimize the generation and propagation of

noise, should be identifiedand standardized.

_j The major problem with aircraft noise in terms of numbers of
I

people exposed, oceurs in the vicinityof airports. This problem could

be _elleved by the application of various operating restrictions at the

airport. Extensive use of restrictions, however, is practical only if

all feasible source and path control options have been implemented.

Unless this has been done, the airport restrictions may result in un-

necessary damage tothe localand nationaleconomy.

A concept under consideration at this time is that the airport

: authorities in some cases, and the FAA in other cases, would impose

i i restrictions on the aircraft operators as needed (curfews, quotas,
P

! weight, and type limitations, preferential runway use, noise abatement

2-2
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takeoff and approach procedures, landing fees, etc.)to ensure that

the airport neigbborhood communities are noise-compatible consistent

with the requirements of bealth and welfare. It must be clearly under-

stood that the restrictions available to the airport operator will be those

approved by the FAA, CAB, and EPA. The bighest degree o_ safety

must be maintained and interstate and foreign commerce requirements

must be considered. Restrictions involving flight safety and air

trafficcontrol would be the sole responsibility of the FAA.

-, As an example of this concept, determination of runway usage to

minimize comml/nity noise impact would be made by the airport

operator after consultations with the municipal authorities of the

: airport neighborhood communities. High priority would be given to

maximum implementation of long range land use planning for noise

compatibility. If the FAA agrees with the operator's runway desig-

.i nations, the FAA would decide which takeoff and approach procedures
b

I

• must be implemented by aircraft using the designated runways. In

all cases, pilots would be given discretionary authority over operating

procedures for safety and air traffic reasons.
J

After all feasible noise control measures have been applied to the

i
aircraft by design, treatment, or modification of the source, by flight

and air traffic control procedures, and by proper design, location and

use of airports, the noise may still be a problem at some locations.

In this event, compatible land use is probably the only remaining

solution. The land use control option is more easily exercised in the

. development of new airports than as a remedial measure for existing

_i 2-3
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noise impacted communities, l_or the latter case, the costs of land

use control are so high that maximum effort must be devoted to

implementing the source, path, and rcceive_, control options taken

together as a system.

The c_ent to which the control options must be regulated is

dependent upon the moaning and quantification of public health and

welfare. Three important considerations must be emphasized, l_irst,

the FAA noise regulations have the requirement of protection to the

public health and welfare. Second, the regulations arc constrained

by safety, economics, and technology. Third, the requirement and the!

constraints may appear to be in opposition to each other and the conflict

i i can be resolved only by implementation of the noise control options

: ',,J taken together as a system.
i
i_: The foregoing discussion is relevant to the basic fact that aviation
:i
_i is a needed elementof the national transportation system. If regulations

L

, intended to protect the public health and welfare imposed such a burdan

+_ that the survival of the national aviation system were threatened, this

<: would not be in the national interest. On the other hand. well-conceived

regulations which optimally exploit the available alternatives, could pro-

tect the public health and welfare and, by improving the acceptability

of airplanes, engender continuing development of the aviation system.

t If it could be established that some particular design change or ret-

rofit hardware for airplanes, or operating rule, could completely satisfy

P the requirements for protection (from airplane noise) to the public health

._i and welfare, then that specific method should be used. it is unlikely,
%..)
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however, that any single option, within the legislative constraints,

could completely satisfy the requirements for such protection. Con-

sequently, a systems implementation, employing each noise control

option available within its area of optimal application, should be

considered as the most feasible method for accomplishing the desired

objectives and equitably sharing the costs of noise control among all

segments of the aviation community and that portion of the public that
!

benefits from aviation.

The noise control regolati0ns prescribed by the FAA for the

aircraft manufacturers and operators are required to provide protec-
i

tiol_ to _he public health and welfare to the highest degree possible

i in conformance with the systems implementation of the source and path
: !

¢_ control options. The regulations shall be expected to reflect the latest

state of the art of safe technology without prohibitive impairment of

aircraft performance (range, payload, field length, etc.). If, however,

_, it is evident that source and/or path control are the only or least costly

: options, then aircraft performance loss to any reasonable extent must

_'_ be accepted.

Noise regulations that pertain to source emissions or flight

procedures of specific types of aircraft cannot be expected to take into

consideration such unlmowns as the quantity of these aircraft that

eventually will be produced, from what airports they will be operated_

or what noise-compatible land use will be implemented in the vicinity

of these airports. Consequeutly0 source emissions or flight procedures

regulations should be developed with duo consideration given to the total
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system concept. The regulations should he of the "umbrella" type in

the sense that those ah'craft regulated can all comply by use of

available technology although some may be capable o_ and are achieving

lower noise levels than others. Various models of aircraft within

specific type classification may not have the same capability for

generating or controlling noise because of such differences as size,

weight, powerplant, etc. The regulations should be flexible enough to

consider the effect of these factors on noise and attempt to control the

"" levels to the maximum practical extent. "Umbrella" type regulations

do not mean that the worst offenders would be permitted to comply with-

out penalty. On the contrary, a properly constructed set of regulations,

representing components of a system of noise control options, probably

would require ultimately the greatest sacrifice from the worst offender.

The various aircraft]engine types imve different weighls, thrust, engine

i characteristics, and flight performance characteristics, all of which

influence their noise generation and reduction capabilities.

Consequently, it is not reasonable to expect that a particular source

or flight procedures regulation should require equal noise ]evel

compliance from all types, weights, thrust, etc., of aircraft.

: As an example, FAR 38 has several features that discriminate,

in the "umbrella" sense, among the various classes of airplanes.

Greater weight airplanes are permitted higher compliance levels; four

engine airplanes are permitted greater sideline distances; and four

• engine airplanes are not permitted as much percent thrust reduction

_i at takeoff. The above discriminating features contained in the same

2-8
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source control regulation permit some nirplanes to make more noise

%han others. In the end, however, thc airplanes producing the most

noise will be the primary candidates for operating restrictions at the

airports as necessary to protect the public health and welfare. The

implementation of these rest1'ictions is likely to impose the greatest

burden on the noisiest airplanes.

The airport restrictions would provide incentive for the aircraft

operators to conduct thorough investigations and consider maximum

, utilizationof the available noise control options. The fact that an

aircraft manufacturer or operator has barely complied with an FAA

rlumbrel]a" type regulation would not ensure unlimited acceptance

of a particular airplane at all airports. The ail'port restrictions

would, therefore, encourage the aircraft operators and manufacturers

£o satisfy the FAJI regulations by maximum utilizationof the source

emissions and flight operations noise control technology within their

!! capability and not merely to comply with specified limits.

r!

J

il
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3. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this project is to promulgate a rule which will

control the noise ofcivilsupersonic airplanes, regardless of category,

to levels as low as is consistent with safe technological capability, and

which:

(a) will be fullyresponsive to the guidelines of Reference 9 for

protection to the public health and welfare,

(b) will not impose unreasonable economic burdens on the

national aviation system,

(e) will not degrade the environment in any manner, and

(d) will not cause a significant increase in fuel consumption.

_ The intent of this project report is to provide as much deflni-
I

tive information as possible on such matters as background, available

i: technology, cost effectiveness, and recommended criteria for levels,

i:
measurements, andanalyses. This projectrcportwill provide tilebasic

r;

_ inputfor the preparationof a noticeof proposed rule making (NPRM)

whic}lis the format of the regulationto be proposed by the ERA for

promulgation by the FAA in conformance with the Noise Control Act

!_ of 1972.

The noise rule should havehhe earliest practical effective date,
i

should be a requirement for the operation at United States airports of

civil aircraft capable of cruising supersonically end should:

(a) insure that future community noise due to the operation of
i

these aircraft has been reduced to the lowest feasible levels

i and smallestpracttcal areas commensurate with the currept

<'-') state of the art;

_-1



(b) provide a regulatory maximum noise limit on supersonic air-

planes to form a basis for meaningful long-range land use

planning in the vich_ity of airports;

(c) provide economic incentives for the development of quieLur

airplanes by limiting operations of noisy ones;

(d) pern_it the fullest practical range of airplane design options

so that cost-effective noise reduction cm_ be achieved.

_h
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4. BACKGROUND

Three regulations have been prescribed which have a significant

influence on aircraft noise and sonic boom. These rules, identified

as References 11, ]2, and 13, accomplish the following:

{a) Reference ll ( FAR 36 ) prescribes noise standards for the

issue of type certificates, and changes to those certificates,

for subsonic transport category airplanes, and for subsonic

I turbojet powered airplanes regardless of category. This rule

initiated the noise abatement regulatory program of the FAA

under the statutory authority of Public Law 90-411.

(b) Reference 12 is an operating rule prohibiting supersonic flights

of civilatrcraft except under terms of a special authorization

to exceed tim speed of sound (Mach i.0). Authorizationto

t operateatatrueMaeh number greaterthanunityover adesig-

nated test area may be obtained for special test purposes.,i
i

!?:

_i Authorization for a flight outside of a designated test area at

.; supersonic speeds maybe made if the applicant can show con-

!:,_ eervattvely that the flight will not cause a measurable sonic

!_ boom overpressure to reach the surface.

i

d
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(c) Reference 1,3requires new production turbojet and

transport category subsonic airp]aacs to cmnply wifll

].i'Al%36, irrespective of type certificationdate. This

rule established the following datesby which new

productioa airplanes of older type designs must comply

with IrAR 36.

1 December 1973 for airplanes with maximum

weights greater than 75,000pounds, except

for airplanes that are powered by Pratt and

Wl_tney JT3D series engines.

• 31 December 1974 fo_"airplanes with nmximum

weights greater than 75, 000 pounds which are

powered by Pratt and Whitney JT3D series

engines.

_: • 31December 1974forairplaueswithmaximum

_! weights of 75,000 pounds and less.

?

- i
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A. Previous Regulatory Actions on Noise Related to Supersonic Trans-
port (S_ST) Aircraft

At this date, ibe only rule applicable to the sounds of SST aircraft

is Reference 12 wbich should be adequate in protecting the public health

and welfare from civil aircraft sonic boom. There is no comparable

regulation applicable to the noise generated by SST aircraft during

subsonic flight. That is the status today although the preamble to

FAR 36 (issued approximately 5 years ago) stated that additional rule

making concerning the noise type certificationof suspersonic airplanes

would be proposed at the earliest possible time.

k On May 25_ 1970, the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) petitioned

the FA.A to promulgate "at the earliest feasible date" standards for

noise type certification of supersonic aircraft. The FAA responded

to this petition by issuing an Advance Notice of Proposed Rule Malting

(ANPRM 70-33) on August 4, 1970 (Reference 14). Interested persons

were invited to participate in the rule making process by submitting data

and comments by November 30j 1970.

Following is a summary of those comments from the FAA Docket

4_10494 (Reference 15), which have a bearing on EPA's present proposals.

_ Needfor a rule

i There was unanimous agreement among industry and community

1 . interests that an effective rule for civil supersonic aircraft was

necessary to avoid increase in commmlity noise impact.

, . ! Form ofthe rule

i
I Members of the aircraft and engine manufacturing industry indicated

_$
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(_N that, because of the basic differences in operational characteristics of

supersonic aircraft vis-a-vis subsonic aircraft, any noise rule

governing these aircraft should constitute a new Part of the FAI{ and'

not a modification to the current FAI% Part 36.

Other respondents expressed the opinion that all civil supersonic

aircraft should conform to the current FAR Part 38 rule either directly

, or with some appropria£e modiflca%ion that would consider the unique

operational characteristics of these aircraft.

Noise Levels
4.

Most of the responses indicated that supersonic aircraft noise levels

', should be no higher than those for subsonic aircraft as define(] in
k.

•Appendix C of FAR 36.

Representatives of the aircraft and engine manufacturing industry
•

i'i t suggested two possible positions, vlz:

i[< i (a) It is premature to establish levels since an inadequate data base

:I i
was available_

(b) A noise limit should be established irrespective of gross weight,

and %hls lirnil;should consider the levels attained by the initial

production version of the Concorde.

Measurement Points

The concept of 3 measurement points, (sideline, takeoff, and

approach), was universally acceptable. However, the location of these

points was a subject of controversy. Most of the responders suggested,

main%ainlng the same reference poLnts as those identifiedfor subsonic

&Iroraft under FAR 38. Others stated that consideration shot*Id be

4-4
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given to re-locating the reference measuring points (particularly

sideline)to account for the characteristic differences between super-

sonicand subsonic aircraft,

Trade-Off

Suggestions were offered that a more liberal trade-off allowance be

permitted. ]?AR 36 for subsonic aircraft pern_its an exceedanee of the

noise limits' no greater than 2dB at any one position with a maximum

of 3dB total which must be offset by equal reductions at the remaining

-, position(s). (For brevity, this is referred to as a 2/3 trndeoff. ) For

supersonic aircraft a trade-off of 3/5 (instead of 2/3) would permit

,., greater flexibility in design and operational use, but would permit higher
i
; noise levels as well.
i

S"_ Each of these issues is addressed in the following sections of this

i -
report, along with other considerations of importance from the EPA

. viewpoint.

i
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B. Comments on the First Draft of tile ]_I A Pro_eet Report

This is the project report on SST noise prepared by the EPA which

provides the basic input necessary for the preparation of a NPRM to

be proposed by the EPA to the FAA for promulgation. The first draft

was distributed for review and comment on 28 November 1973. Of 32

responses received, 28 contained specific comments on key issues. The

majorissues covered are suznmarized below. These issues are ad-

dressed in the revisions incorporated in the present report.

The five issues basic to all aircraft noise regulation and project

reports are the following:

(a) Health and Welfare - Does the proposed regulation substantially

protect public bealth and welfare, and does the project report

adequately demonstrate it?

i (b) Safety -Is the proposed regulation adequately protective of safety

(atleast does not degrade safety), and does the project report

,I
1 substantiate it?

(e) Technology - Is the proposed regulation technologically praetic-

[ able and does the project report adequately address this matter?

_; (d) Economic Reasonableness- Is the proposed regulation eeonom-

ieany reasonable, and does the project report show that it is?

(e) Appropriateness - Is the proposed regulation appropriate to the

type of aircraft affected by the regulation?

A sixth and seventh may be added as well:

(f) Necessity - Is the proposed regulation necessary to protect the

! public healthand welfare, and does the project report justify it?

4-6



(g) Energy aspects - Does the proposed regulation affect energy

usage in a conservative manner - that is, either reduce, or at

least not cause anundesirable increase in, energy usage require-

ments ?

. The comments receivedaddressed five ofthese issues, as discussed

briefly below. A sixth issue raised was concerned with the role of the

airport operator in controlling the operations of airplanes from the

airport. This point is covered under items (h)below.

(a) Health and Welfare Aspects:

\ Those who commented on this aspect suggested that the proposedi

" limits were inadequately protective of public health and welfare, and

A felt that public health and welfare was not adequately addressed in the
• draft report.

The noise certification levels proposed in the first draft are con-

sidered too high to protect health and welfare by most commentators.

The United States aircraft manufacturers, however, consider them

realistic but indicate that achievement of FAR 36 levels is a goal for

the 1980's time period. On the other hand, the Cenoorde manufacturers

consider the proposed levels too stringent.

! Suggested alternate approaches were as follows:

! (I) Require all SST aircraft to comply with FAR 36 levels applic-

able to subsonic airplanes. This would effectively ban Concords

and TU-144 from operating at U.S. airports.

" (2) Whilst retaining FAR 36 as the standard, allow a deviation, or

--, variance, for Concorde and TU-144 for a definite - and pref-

4-7
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erably brief - period of time. Alternatively, set an interim

standard, less stringent than FAR 36, for a specified period.

(3) Limit SST operations to identified appropriate airports,

utilizing specified runways and operational procedures as

necessary to minimize noise intrusion.

(4) Set no standard at all and thereby avoid legitimizing the high

noise levels associated with SST.

(b) Safety:

No commentators addressed the issue of safety.

(c) Technological Practicability:

As pointsdoutunder the issue of Health and Welfare, the aircraft

: manufacturers' csnlments indicated doubts as to the technological

_"_ practicability of achieving the proposed FAR 36 noise levels inan SST

in the near future. U.S. aircraft manufacturers suggested that the

}. j proposed levels could be achieved in the 1980's, but the Concerde manu-

! facturers suggested that achievement of those levels in the near future

is not feasible.

• (d) Economic Reasonableness:
!

Commentators on this aspect suggested that it was not within

the province of EPA to consider economic viability of an airplane, and

that emphasis on this factor was disproportionate to that on Public

Health and Welfare.

(e) Appropriateness:

! The question of appropriateness to the type was not raised as

allissue,
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(f) Necessity:

None of the respondents appeared to doubt the need for an SST

noise regulation. The only question on this subject, us covered under

the I-Iealth and Welfare issue, was whether it was wise to set a standard

at all if the effect was to legitimize the high noise levels now associated

with the SST.

(g) _ergy/Environmental Factors:'

A number of commentators raised environmental questions, with

particular emphasis on the amount of fuel consumed.

(h) Responsibility of Airport Operators:
\

\

The commentators on this point unanimously declared that the

airport operator has neither the authority nor the expertise to dictate

O airplane operations, and implied that attempting to control SST noise
i

_' i by requiring airport operators to control the airplane operations shifted

_ - the burden of noise control from EPA]FAA to the airport operators.

if i

i

1:

l:

©
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C. SignificantNoise Related Design Features of SST Aircraft

(i) General

In tiledevelop_nentef noise regulations for civilsupersonic aircraft,

the characteristic differences in configuration and propulsion require-

ments between subsolfie and supersonic aircraft must be recognized and

considered (References 16 and 17).

Many of the differences between the configurations result from the

phenomenon of the drag associated with the formation of shock waves.

This fundamental difference in the mechanisms of air flow at

subsonic and supersonic speeds places severe limitations on the choice

• of both airframe configuration and powerplsnt which have consequent

repercussions on the aircraft noise characteristics.

'-_._ The air flowIng past a body at subsonic speeds produces a drag

force as a result of the friction between the air and the body's surface.

]

! This is shown as the skin friction drag component in Figure 1. In

addition, a further pressure or "form" drag results from the dis-

'_! turbance of the airflow caused b;y the passage of the body. The greater
!:

the thickness relative to the length (or diameter/length ratio) of the

body, the greater this form drag. However, it is only a small addition

to the Sldn friction drag, and only increases slowly with body thickness

over the range of shapes of practical interest.

At supersonic speeds the situation is very different. The skin

_ friction drag is similar in magnitude to that for the subsonic case,
]

but the form drag is now largely shock-wave drag, and its magnitude
!

- I increases very rapidly with slenderness ratio. As a result, practical
i

_ i 4-i0
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supersonic shapes }laveto be more slender than their subsonic counter-

parts if the_drag is to be kept down to a level which does not undermine

the aircraft's economic performance at supersonic speed.

This low slenderness ratio requirement is reflected in the type of

powerplaut that can be efficiently utilized for supersonic cruise

aircraft.

For subsonic aircraft, one of the principal developments hi reducing

jet engine noise at the source has been the introduction of the turbofan

engine, in which only a fraction of the air entering the engine intake

: goes through the combusion chnmgers and turbine. The recent major

reduction in noise in the new generation of engines for subsonic aircraft

has been achieved largely by adopting bypass ratios in the region of

_ (5 to 6)/1.

i It is apparent that a much larger diameter nacelle is required to
q
; house the high bypass ratio turbofan than for the straight jet engine.

At subsonic speeds, the increased drag due to the larger diameter

_ turbofan engine is relatively small and its effect, as well as that of

the increased engine weight, is more than compensated for by the sub-

stantial reduction in specific fuel consumption which is characteristic

of these engines.

i At supersonic flightspeeds, _he performance penalty associated with

the significant increase in wave drag (as indicated in Figure i), pre-

cludes the use of high bypass fan sn&_nes as an efficientand practical

!: propulsion system for supersonic aircraft.

; This sensitivityto drag also influences the design of the aircraft's

_, 4-11
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lifting surface. As a result, the wing span of supersonic aircraft is

generally smaller than that for comparably sized subsonic aircraft.

lPor example, the 707/DC8 aircraft have a wing span of approximately

145 feet compared with about 85 feet for the Coneorde/TU 144. This

wing span reduction decreases the low speed lift/drag ratio of the

aircraft, thereby requiring increased engine thrust capabiliLy at

takeoff in order to provide adequate lift. The Concords and TU-144

have engine thrust/gross weight ratios (FN]W) of about 0.39 compared

with the thrust-to-weight ratio for the 707 and DC-8 subsonic aircraft

of about 0.22 for equivalent takeoff distances.

This higher level of installed thrnst is also required to accelerate

the aircraft into the supersonic flight regime. Figure 2 shows

r"
graphically the rapid increase in drag in the transonic speed range

due te high speed compressibility effects.

': _ Anether_ and perhaps more important, reason for not using a high

bypass ratio turbofan engine supersonically is that its thrust lapse

rate with Much number is much greater than that of a comparable

turbojet engine, owing to the lower e_must velocity of the former.

4-12
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D. Concorde Noise Cont_-ol Tecbno]ol[y

Within the design constraints requil'ed for efficient supersonic flight,

progress is being made in reduch_g the noise generated by civil super-

sonic aircraft types. The followiug discussion relates this progress

to the technological state of the art at specific points in time. For

this purpose, the technological capability existing at the time of the

: design and development of tile Concorde and TU 144 on the one hand,

and the U.S. SST on the other, provide two historical benchmark

-, periods. Subsequent technology developments will provide the

capability for further advancements in controlling the noise of civil

supersonic aircraft of the future.

The Anglo-French Concorde SST development program was officially

initiated in November 1962 with the signing of a bi-lateral agreement

between the two countries. A detailed history of the program is given

in References 16 and 17. The agreement established the sharing of

_: design and development responsibilities for the British aircraft and

i'. engine manufacturers (BAC and Rolls-Royce) and for their French

counterparts (SNIAand SNECMA).

_:_ By1965, the basic aircraft characterist2cs had been finalized and!

i': ' prototype production was beguu. Soon thereafter, an application for

Type Certificate was submitted to the FAA, four years prior to the
i

establishment of any official noise certification standard. However,

..' community noise considerations were an inherent part of the Concorde

development program. At the 14th ICAO Assembly held in Rome in

1962, the following resolution was adopted:

4-13
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"THE ASSEh'IBLY RI_;SOLVES:

(I) To urge all Governments that will be associated with the
development of supersonic civil aircraft to ensure that
before such aircraft are put into commercial service
their airworthiness and apcrating characteristics arc
sucb that they will .....

(a) not create a noise cxceecling the level then
accepted for the operation of subsonic jet
aircraft..... "

It appears that the noise levels of the subsonic long range jets then

m operation were adopted as a minimum target. ' Figures 3 thru 5

display the projected noise levels for the Concordc compared with the

4-engine medium-to-long haul subsonic aircraft in the 1965 operational

fleet. The sideline noise as shown in Figures 3(a) and (b) compares

favorably with the subsonic turbojets and low bypass turbofan when one

considers the significantly higher thrust levels required for supersonic

: aircraft, as discussed earlier.

i: ' With the benefit of hindsight_ it can be seen now that the noise
!,

; levels of the subsonic jets of the 1965 fleet did not represent an ap-

;:: prepriate target for an SST planned to become operational in the mid-

. 1970's. The most reasonable interpretation of the 1962 resolution is
L_

i

that the noise target for the SST should be the noise level accepted

for operation of subsonic jets at the time the SST goes into service.

Although the developers of the Concorde and the TU 144 could not be

} expected to know what noise levels the FAA would prescribe for the

. subsonic _ets of the mid-197O's, the growing dissatisfaction with noise

in the early 1960's clearly suggested that the trend of acceptable air-

I craft noise levels would be substantially downward. . .
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This in turn would in]ply that the target for the SST he significantly

lower than the noise levels prevailing for the subsonic jets in 1965,

The Concords takeoff noise (measured 3.5 miles from brake

release) is shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), noise is plotted as a

function of aircraft gross weight (as is the case for FAR Part 35

certification).The Concords is characteristically consistent with levels

of noise produced by the 1985 jet fleet, with noise levels increasing

as gross weight increases. However, in Figure 4(b), an apparent

" anomaly exists with respect to noise versus aircraft thrust-to-weight

ratio. The treud for subsonic aircraft shows a significant decrease

in perceived noise as the thrust-to-weight ratio increases. This ks
!

i equivalent to providing excess power for climb (over that normally re-

i_ ,_.,_, qnired) in order to gain altitude rapidly, thereby resulting in reduced

I levels of perceived noise under the flightpath. The Concords,i

{_ _ however, does not follow this trend due to the supersonic aerodynamic!

! requirements which lead to the high span loading and low aspect ratio

_: that govern takeoff and landing performance. Despite the fact that the

Coaeordels thrust-to-weight ratio is significantly higher than that of

_ the subsonics, the excess thrust available for climb may in fact not
_
: be enough to allow it to climb as fast as the subsonic aircraft. In

_: other words, the increased thrust/welght ratio may not overcome the

_, decreased lift/dragkratio. Tile combination of lower altitude and higher

engine thrust (or exhaust velocity) would then lead tohigher noise levels

than might be expected due to the thrust-to-weight ratio parameter.

.._,l alone. ' "
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Tile approach noise for turbojet powered aircraft is generally lower

than that for unsuppressed turbofans s_ice the high frequency fan noise

at reduced power setting is not present (Figmre 5). Tllc C,oaeorde

approach noise is consistent with tlle turbojet trend line which reflects

the increased thrust required as a function of gross weight. It is

also lower than the noise of low bypass fan powered transports of the

1965 era. However, the approach noise of these fan powered aircraft

can be significantly reduced by the application of sound absorption

material (SAM)in tile engine inlet and the fan exhaust duet. This

procedure effectively attenuates the high frequency fan noise. Similar

treatment applied to the turbojet inlet woukl be effective for high

_: frequency compressor noise but not for the low frequency exhaust noise

:) ' which is not responsive to SAM treatment.

The noise levels of the preproduction Concorde 02, which were

measured by the manufacturer at the FAR 36 measuring points, are
!1

listed in Table 1 (Reference lfl). The tabulation provides comparative

data on Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) in units of EPNdB for

,_ fileAnglo-French Concorde, the Russian TU-144, and typical subsonic

turbojet airplanes (Reference 19). The latter are those in general use

today and which have an anticipated life of at least 15 more years.

I_eluded in the tabulation are levels for subsonic aircraft that have been

retrofitted with "quiet nacelles". It is seen that the SST noise levels

at sideline are much higher than those for any other aircraft and at

takeoff and approach are comparable to those for the non-retrofitted

: qOq and DC-8 aircraft. " "
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E. qhlpolev TU-I,I.INoise Conlrol ']'echJlolo_

The USSR civil supersonic transport development program was also

initiated hl the early sixties. The TU-144 has the distinctionof being

the first civil SST aircraft to have flown and to have exceeded tilespeed

of sound (Mach 1.0)(Reference 20). First flightoccurred on the last

day of 1998, approximately two menthc prior to the Concordc's first

flight, l_ach i.0 was reached in June 1969. The Concorde accom-

plished this milestone in Octobcc 1969.

- The target noise levels established for the TU-144 were sing/fat

to those of tileConeorde, i.e., no greater than the noise of tile1965

fleet of long range subsonic civil jets. Estimated noise levels for tile

TU-144 are compared in Table I with those for tileConcorde and typical

t,_,, subsonic turbojet airplanes. The con_menis made previously for the

Concorde relative to the 707 and DC-8 are valid also for the TU-144.

.. In contrast to the turbojet propulsion system of the Concorde, the

TU-144, at least in tl_eearly versions, utilizesfour low bypass ratio

turbofan engines (BPI% i.I)in the 44, 000 potn]dthrust range as its power

source, in addition to the turbofan concept, several other design

features were incorporated to minin_ize the noise impact of the

aircraft.

These inelude:

{ • Long Intake ducts with sound absorption panels

• Sonic inlets to reduce forward propagation of
compressor and fan noise
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• High lift devices to provide improved tM¢eoff
climb at reduced tln_st settings, and reduced
thrust approaches°

Both the Concorde and TU-144 are expected to cater airline oper-

ational service by 1975. The USSR has not yet applied for an FAA type

certificate.

A

i';
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F. United States SST Noise Control Technoloff[

After many years of Government and h_dustry research an(] com-

ponent development related to supersonic aircraft, tileI_AA, in 1963,

issued a ]%cqucst for Proposal for a civil supersonic transport design

i competition. The prior announcements of the Concordc and TU-144

development programs may have provided some of the stimulus fo_"the

FAA action. The feasibilitystudies and detail design competition

continued through 196G at which tinm the Boeing Company and the

! General Electric Company were selected to continue design refinement

studies. Full scale development was initiatedin 1968.

The development program contained noise specifications in terms

!: of Perceived Noise Level (PNL) in units of PNdB which does not include

corrections for tones and durationas does EPNL. The requirements

_ were asfollows(Reference21):

• Sideline - 116 PNdB at 1500' from runway
ecntcrline

: " Takeoff - 105 PNdB at 3.0 statute miles
: from brake release

: • Approach - 109 PNdB at 1.0 statute mile
runwaythresholdi"

_- These initialgoals were later revised to correspond to the measure-

ment concepts adopted in FAR 36, using effective perceived noise level
i

,.}: (EPNL),

I Sideline - 120 EPNdB at 0.35 nautical milefromrunwaycenterllne

• Takeoff - 108 EPNdB at 3.5 nautical miles
from brake release
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• Approach - 108 EPNd]] at i. 0 nautical mile
from runway tllreshohl.

Tile goal thercl'or_,was to conform to the subsonic FAR 36 require-

merits for takeoff and approach with a significant e×coedanco at tile

sideline measuring point. The vast majority of community noise

problems at that time were associated with approach or takeoff flight

oporations_ sideline noise effects wore generally restricted to the

airport property.

In early 1970, indications were that the effective perceived noise

level at tbe sideline was expected to be 122 EPNdB without the use of

an exhaust noise suppresser. A Supersonic Transport Calq%nlunity

Noise Advisory Committee was established in July 1970. One of its

objectives was to assess the available technology that migh be applied

..- to effectively lower the SST noise. After several months of technical

: and economical feasibility reviews, the Committee concluded that

i teclmology can be developed to design an economically practical

_ commercial SST aircraft/engine configuration that could meet the FAR

_ 36 requirements for large (600,000 Ibs. gross welgbt or more) subsonic

aircraft.
i,

Funding fox'continued development of the American SST was ter-

minated in April 1971.
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O. Advanced Noise Contl:ol Tech _ology

Subsequent to the cancellation of further development effort on the

United States SST aircraft program, the remaining DOT/I_AA funds

were directed [o investigations into supersonic component technology

needs (Referom:e 22). Under this program, ]3ecing has demonstrated

in model tests an 18 d]] noise rcdu¢:tinn under static thrust co_ditiol_s

for high jet exhaust velocities. It should be kept in mind that flight

noise reduction rarely matches the anise reductions obtained under

static test conditions. Also, a specific noise reduction value is really

meaaingless unless the relevant e.xhaust flow and thrust performance

changes are reportedas well. Under this same program (Reference 22),

jet noise suppressions up to 14 dl_ in perceived noise level (PNL) were

t"_..., obtained in tests of suppresser designs, at the cost of increased drag.

In addition, NASA has maintained u research effort to develop a

supersonic' technology data base for potential use in future military

ii" or civil supersonic aircraft, if and when the need should arise

(l:Leference 23).

: Some results of studies conducted by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft under

contract with NASA Lewis Research Center, reported to the AIA.A/SAE
!,

:_ 9th Propulsion Conference (Reference 24) are also relevant. This
:!

reference shows that noise constraints have a major effect on the

_. selection of the various engine and cycle parameters for supersonic

transports; in addition, it concludes that there appear to be several

potential propulsion systems capable of meeting the FAR 36 noise goals:

_,,! the nonaftorbnrning turbojet engine with a high level of jet suppl"ession,
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tile duet-heating tul'bofan engine with a low level of suppression, and

some variable cycle engines.

Major concerns addressed in all of the SST programs are those

of aircraft noise and chemical pollution. One of tile key objectives

is to reduce the sideline noise generated by supersonic transport air-

craft. As discussed earlier, the unique pl'opulsion requirements of

these aircraft types tend to have the greatest isfluence on sideline

noise. ]71yover and upproaeh noise call be sllcviatcd to sonle exteut

" by the application of optimized operational procedures, souod ab-

sorption materials, and appropriate inlet design.

Preliminary study results indicate that current technolo_ (1973-

75) propnlsion systems may be capable of meeting the present FAR 36

_ ,_ noise levels. These would be applicable to an SST developed to enter

,_ operation in tile 1980's. Aircraft weight, cost, and performance are

!! _ affected by the choice of propulsion system utilized, hut various options

are availabIe:

• Non-afterburning turbojet with exhaust suppressor

•Aftel'bul_nlag Lurbejet with exhaust suppressor

•Afterburning turbofan with or without e_laust suppressor

•Duet burning turbofan with or %vithout exhaust suppressor

Udllzing 1980 technology in the form of engine and aircraft weight

reductions plus improved suppressor technology, furfller reductions in

noise levels (appro.x/mately FAll 36 levels nlinus 5 EPNdB) may be

' attainable for tileeonvcntinnsl engines noted above. To achieve FA/¢ 36

levels minus 10 or more will require the development and demonstration

! J
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of new propulsion concepts such as dual-cycle engines, vnriable bypass

engines, etc.. as well as meihods for cont_.olling" the aerodynaln[c air-

frame noise. The development of new concepLs can be accelerated by

a bettez' undcrstandin;,: of the basic principles of jet noise generation

and suppression. Tile work in progress under an A/r Force Contract

(Reference 25), suppo1'ted in part by the Department of TFanspo_'tation,

should be of considerable help toward fillsobjective.

h
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If. Noise Aleasurem0nts of Ce_,corde

The four Concorcle airframe and engine developer.% ]3rltishAircraft

Corporation (BAC), Socie£e N_%tionalcIedustz'tclleAerospatiale (SNIA),

Rolls l_oyce Lid (111%),and Soeii_-teNationale d']!]tllduet de Construction

de l%{oteurs d'Aviation (SNECAIA), have conducted extensive noise

testing and reported tileresults i._l{efcl-ences16 and 17. ]3othof these

references provide great detail on the Concorde Program; in partic-

ular, l%efercnee 17 provides tilelatest predictions on noise and per-

formance and a succinct summary of the developers _ position. Tile

references are factual and very informative but do *lot include all of

tileinformation that would be useful for ine regulaloz.ydecision-maldn_

i process.

In order to rectify tile deficiency, both the _PA and tlle FAA

conductedtheir own sets of noise tests on tileConcorde 02 duringt

several demonstration flights in tile United States. Tile results,

reported illReferences 28 and 27, indicate that certain aspects of tlle

Concorde noise-related flight operations and tile resultant noise

signature characteristics, previously not delineated by tile manufae-

tilters,tlreimportant to the regulatory process and should be identified

and evaluated. The relevant features ofthese references are presented

ill the following discussion.

1%eference 26 describes noise measurements made of the Coneorde

02 aircraft during operations at Dallas-Fort Worth and l._flles Inter-

national Airports in, September 1973. Data were acquired at 25 sites

i surrounding Dallas-l_ort Worth and 15 sites surrounding Dulles. The
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results are reported in terms of va_'iousnoise evaluation measures (A-

Weighted Sound Level, ]):['fective]'e_.ceivedNoise Level. and others) and

correlated with respect to dis|ance and aircraft/engine operating

parameters. Included are representative one-tllirdoctave band spoelra

for takeoff and approach operations at Dulles.

A prediclton procedure is devuioped in Reference 26 based upon

data measured at various distances and extrapolated to larger distances

by conventional methods. The results of these selnl-elnpirical pre-

dictions in¢lleatethat there is no reason to believe that the noise levels

measured and reported by the Concorde developers cannot be achieved

provided that eertahl noise abatement takeoff actions, which can he

made standard operating procedures for that airplane, are fully

,i ¢_:,,,, utilized, lIowever, noise abatement takeoff procedures were not used

'i : at Dulles and, as a consequence, tile measured noise levels exceed the
q

_f

_ I values claimed by the four Concorde manufacturers.

_ The test results of Reference 26 clearly indicate that the takeoff

noise levels reported by the Concorde manufacturers were obtained

under well controlled operating conditions; that is, noise abatement

takeoff procedures were utilized to acbieve the takeoff levels listed in

Table 1. When these procedures are not used, the noise levels are

substantially greater. In all fairness, however, it should be pointed

out that this situation is true also for many of the subsonic aircraft.

The noise levels for the subsonic airplanes reported in Table 1 are the

FAR 86 values which are obtained under well controlled operating

.... , procedures, many with thrust cutback at takeoff, which procedure is
\,__]
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generalty not used in service.

In addition, the Lest results oF Re_c1'enee 26 show that the. prepon-

derance o_ the noise energy of the Concorde is concentrated in a lower

frequency range than that of subsonic airplanes like the 707 and DC-8.

This means that as the noise of the 707/L)C-8 and Concordc airplanes

propagates with dist:mce, the levels of the subsonic t)q_esdecrease at

a greater rate than that of the Coucorde. The reason is that low

frequency sound euergy is attenuated to a lesser extent by the atmos-

- photo than is high frequency sound energy. Thus, if the Concordc

and 707/DC-8 noise levels are approximately the same near the airport

(say 3.5 nautical miles), the levels for the Concorde will be higher

at greater distances. Also, low freqnency sound energy is attenuated

less by conventional building construction materials and will excite the

natural vibration modes of most buildings more readily than high

frequency sound energy. On the other hand, it should be pointed out,

low frequency sound energy is less amloying to humans than high fre-

quency sound energy, assuming the same energy levels for each.

Reference 27 describes noise and vibration testing pertaining to the

Concorde 02 aircraft during operations at Fairbanks hlternational Air-

port, Fairbanks, Alaska, in February 1974. Measurements wore made

at four sites for indoor and outdoor noise and indoor vibrations, the

buildings being: (i)a motel, (2)a fire control tower, (3)an FAA office

building, and (4) an FAA avionics equipment building. Data were

obtained for a total of 24 operations of 737, 70?, 720, and Concorde

airplanes during takeoffs and landings. Seven of these operations were
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made by the C)_ corde and tlm remainder by the subsonic airplanes.

The resulLs reported in ltefercnuc '27indicale that the outdoor noisu

levels on the l]i_httrack nf the Concorde were greater than those of

the subsonic jets by nearly {]dB on landing and tmarly 9 d]3 on takeoff.

The measured levels for all aircraft were normalized to 600 feet so

the comparisons are valid for distance, iiewcver, there is no infer-

1T*ation regarding tile thl'ust settings for ally of the airplanes so the

comparisons are not adequate regarding the operational procedures,

In other words, if the tests were obtained under well controlled

operating couditions (such as the FAr{ as requirements), the noise level

differences probably would not he so large. Conceivably, in some

cases, the subsouic airplane levels might exceed those of the Concorde

at that distance (600 feet)nt maximum thrust settings.

Regarding the differences in noise level indoors, the results re-
L

, ported in Reference 27 indicatethat the indoor noise levelson the flight

: track of the Coneorde were greater than those of the subsonic jets by

:}
more than 6 dB on landingand more than 11 dB on takeoff.The strue-

_._ tures filtered the noise better for the subsonic jet aircraft tban they

_ did for the Concorde by about 0.5 dl]for landingand about 2.5 dB for

! takeoff. The reason for the greater indoor noisiness of the Concords

ii
}, is the greater transmissibility of low frequency sound through buildings.

i The buildings just do not filter the noise as well for low frequency
c

I sound as they do for high frequency sound.Regarding the differences in structural vibration levels, the results

J

_'_ reported in Reference 27 indicate that the levels are greater for
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Coneorde operations than those for the sul:)sm_ic aircraft epecations

by abeut 15 d]3 on landing and about 9 dB on tnlceeJ£. The reaseu for

the greater vibration rcsponsedue tolhe Concerde is the greater intern-

sitE ef low frequency noise geaerated bE the Concord¢ compared to that

generated by the subsonic aircraft.

In summary, the Dulles tests established that the noise gene_.ated

by a fully leaded Coneorde, when measured at the I,'A]_36 takeoff and

landing measuring points, could equal the levels reflected by the

manufashlrers. These levels al'e comparable to those for 707 and

DC-8 type subsonic aircrcaft and can be achieved only Jf the Coneerde

is implementin_ noise abatement takeoff proe_tdures. The Dulles and

Fail-banks tests established that tileConcel-de can produce higher noise

*_ levels than repz'esented by the manufacturers which also is true for

lhe subsonic airplanes. The Dulles and ires/thankstests established

that tileConcords noise energy is concentrated in a lower frequency

range th_nnthe noise energy for tile 707 and DC-8 which leads to the

following comparisens:

•the noise of the Coneerde propagates at audible levels to
greater distances;

•the noise of the Ceneorde penetrates conventional buildings
more easily; and

•the noise of the Concords excites the natural vibration

modes of most buildings more readtiE.

A rnltlgatin_aspect, however, is that low frequency noise is less

annoying to humans than high frequency noise, for tile same energy

levels. This means that an auditor located at 3.5 nautical miles from
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braku release ]_i[!11tconsider Concordc noise lese obnoxious than 707

noise because of the lfigh frequency conlribution of the latter.

}[o%vever, as the audiloz,moves f[kr%}leraway froii1the airport, the

high frequency no[se con]portent of [l_c707 will diminish to the point

where it is no longer a factor in the auditor's judgemeut of the two

noise sources. What remains then is the low frequency noise of both

sources and the Coneorde will be judged the louder of the two sources.

But when this occurs, the level of tl*eConcorde naay be so reduced

%hat it may not b0 n problem from an annoyance or any other health

and welfare standpoint, floweret, there is an element of hunmn res-

ponse which could causu annoyance at levels below those associated

with conveniional sources of noise. It arises from identificationof

the source per so, and possible resulting hostilitytowards i£.

!{

e_
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5. ANALYSIS

A. Communit.y Noise ]ihlvh.'onmenl

It is clear from the information presented herein that operati_nl of

tile Coneorde or the TU-144 at a U. S. ai_'portwould introduce a new

and additional noise source comparable in level to the noisiest, of

the subson£c jets in tile air car_-i_L" fleet. It therefore is instructive

to attempt to define the existing noise environment prior to introduction

of the new source as a basis for assessing the polential effect of the

new source on tile community noise exposure.

In order to provide generality and the abilityto introduce vaeiable con-

ditions without excessive complexity or distraction by local detail, much

of the analysis that follows will bc based on a modeled situation -- that

',.2 is, a model airport/community will be defined with the characteristics

outlh_ed below.

• One runway° assumed tobe the one of nlajor concern, will be

considered.

• The composition of the fleet operating off the runway is assumed
[

to consist of the following narrow-body airplanes powered by JT3D 1

and JT8D low bypass tl/rbofaneIlgines:

JT3D JTSD

QTY TYPE QTY TYPE

33 707 72 727

18 DC-8 16 737

, 34 DC-9
i_2/ 173 Total

1
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•Each airplane is a_;uJned to h_nd anc]lal:eoff _s lho salinecUz'eciion

on the ]?ueway,

. ]Each airplane is assunled to produce ]_Zfective Perceived Noise

Levels at:tile FAI_ 38 measuring poiats (see Figure 8) eq,lal to

the actual or estimated certificated noise levels for that airplane

(Reference 19); tillsis tan_onlount to as_;uming takeoff and lundhlg

at lnsxinlum, certificated weights, and operation iu strict conforndiy

to FAR 30 condHions.

• The Noise ]_]xposure Forecast (NEF) and the Day Night Level (]Ldn)

points will be evaluated, for'_]tebaseline condition (unmodified air-

cart)and fez'several defined refroflt modifications. All operations

are assumed between the hours 0700-2200.

r_,,_, • Operations of the Coucorde will be evaluated for three differeut rates

of activity, and the NEF and Ldn contributions of those operations

_} will be computed. The rates of activity refer to flights per day

consisting of one landing and one takeoff per flight, The activity

_: rates to be evaluated are: one, four, and eight flights per day.

!_ • The latter rate might include the entry of supersonic airp]anes by

_ domestic airlines as well as foreign into their subsonic fleet ac-
_r

., tivities.

_ • The incremental effect on noise exposures will be evaluated, in

_ terms of incremental NEF and Ldn values and incremental areas

!i exposed to given NEF and Ldn levels.

Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) is a methodology for predicting (or

e_.._ measuring) a single number rating of the cumulative noise intruding into
q: _w
r
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aIYpoPt conlmuo_ties. THe ro._)tll_s of t]1_ _. c_onlpulatJoss /tl'o useful for

planning purposes wl,en the Nlill_ levels n[ _adivJdual posillons on the

gL'onud arc combined in_o eqaal NEt ,__oatour._:and p]otied on maps of the

airport aud its eeighborhoods. The methodology for NET '_, presented in

Appendix A, was used Io comlmie lhc values listed in Table 2. qfh _ ,_LI

values pert;do lo the caraula[iw- • nci:c at a :;pceific location on the grnnnd

and, througll its retalionship to day-nlght level (Ldn), can be related to

bcalth and welfare in accordance with lIeforcnce 9. The assun'tptioiL that

- Ldn = iNEF + 35 is sufficieutly accurate for the relatively simple air-

port model used here where the purpose is to compare the munulative

noise effects of aircraft[ operations with and without the Concorde.

It shouhl be emphasized here that the preferred measure for

_,'_, cumulative noise exposure is Ldn. The NEF values are used here in

conjunction with Ldn because much of the currently available data and

: the computationM procedures concerned with mnnulative aircraft noise

are provided in terms of NEF. For practical purposes, when discussing

aircraft noise, the two measures are equiva]ent, with the adjustment

factor of 35 added to NEF to yield Ldn, as indicated above.

To clarify the meaning of ibis measure of noise exposure, Day-

Nigbt Level Ldu, is defined as the energy average A-weighted noise

level integrated over a 24-hour period, with the noise levels occnrring

{ during nighttime hours weighted I0 dB higher to account for the greater

annoyance of noise at night. The related measure, Leq, is identical to

Ldn except that it does not add a correction factor for nighttime expo-

sure. "m.pA, in the Levels Document, Reference D, has identified the
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values of Ldn = 55 and LfJq = 70 as noise expo:n|re levels that should

notl)e exceeded to protect the lmbl.iehealthandwe]fare, with an adequate

raargin of safety, against annoyance and hearinE impairl.aent, respec-

tively. These levels are not to be construed however, as standards,

because they do not take into aec_nmi considerations of teehno]o&3r and

economics. _l'hey represent the valum_ which are to be used to test the

effectiveness of controls, or Pegulationn from a health and welfare as-

pect.
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]3. Effects ( f SS _] ]qit.hts on Nols,2 .I}]:.:posu_-e

The r.(!sultsof llJ£,noise c:xpssure (:olLll)Ui:a|tol]sarc sufan]:lL,tzed

in 'l'ables 2(;_), and 2(I,). l%ev[ew of' the computatienal results leads to

the statements below, z'egnrdin_ t|:'-,noise int_,usion effe_:t._] on ini_'oduc-

tion of $S'["J'lJ_htsinto the hypothesized airport:

(i) ]3asolinc - Enmodlfied J,qeet of ,]T:313/JTS]) /'uvJered Air})IrIlles

]For this ease, fern" SST flip,his pez, day produce ._L trivial increase

: in noise exposure at the approach (0.2riB)and takeoff (0. Gd]3)noise n_eas-

uringpoints, and a perceptible increase (2.0di]) on noise exposure at the

sideline noise measuring point. Since, for most airpoz'ts, the main

inlpaet of sideline noise is within the nirporl boundaries, the overall effect

of tileSST flights may be described as slight. The increase in corn-

muntty area exposed to Ldn 75 probably is less than 105".

l%elative to the abeve values, du'eo points are germane. Tile first

point is that noise exposure levels (Ldn) result from estimates and

generalizations of aircraft categories, mix of aircraft, runway

utilizations, number of opel,atlons, flight paths, single event noise levels,

and atmospheric conditions. And, consic|ering these assumptions, pl,e-

dieted noise exposure levels for any given clay can be considered to have

an accuracy no better than plus or minus five decibels'compared to actual

levels that could be measured for that day. Ldn can be measured con-

veniently with available instrrnnenlation; measurements over an extended

period are necessary to provide a valid long-term average. The second

point is that the computed (by the method of Appendix B) area exposed

',_j
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to a _!iven value off Ldn is sul_jeel I:o an corer (_f prob_bl.y ab_mt 20%; the

diI'ference i_l area, theP_l'oPe, is puo])ably subject to sanlu pePcenla_c

error (e.g., '20% o1' 10'};.). 'l?he tlfird point is that such smalt level or

area increases do not represent a Uquantnln jtlDlpu in cOiUl_lunity r}e_so

exposure. ]?or oxalzlplo, au ineuuase of 1 d[3 to an at.ca (or residence)

previously e::posed to Ldn of 74.1 :I]_will result in a level o[ Ldn 75.1 d]3.

The residence will experience only a I dl3 increase altho[igh it now would

fallwithin the Ldn 75 contour area. Zones of nuise e>._)osures_parated

by noise exposure eontotlrs are useful for pla*mln_, purposes, but it is

erroneous to asstnne that contours Pcpreseilt sharp divisions be(wean

more or less criticalzoncs.

One might argue, on the other hand, that increase in noise exposure

!_ _'_ is not the only valid way of assessing noise iutrusion. The injeeliouof

:i a single event noise level significantly higher than the bulk of the single

_! events that go to make up the noise exposure may be more disturbing

or annoying to the person exposed thaa the small inez-cment in cumulative

_:: measure of Ldn might SuGgest. Available scientificdata arc insufficient

_' to provide any quantitative guide to this judgment. In the context oft

_ community noise due to airplanes, the best criteria available for judg-

ment indicate that cumulative noise exposure is a move trustworthy and

' objective measure (References 8 and 9), unless the individual event is

strikingly higher (say 10 d]3 or more) in noise level than surrounding

events.

, The point discussed in the previous paragraph is immaterial with re-

spect to the baseline jet fleet, illany case, silleethe single event noise
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levels for the JT3D-powered 4-engine jr,is (DC*8 and 707) fall into the

same range as the SST levels at lhe iakeol'_ and approach ]llc:asore_llent

points. It becomes more ._;ipniCicant in eonsidm'in_ _l_e cthc, r casen ana-

lyzed, whereh] retrofit of'kluiet nacelles" lowers Ihe takeoff and approach

noise levels of the JT3D-pe,,vet'ed airplanes to I[_5 '_PNdB or' less. For

these cases, the assumed SS'I" single event levels will exceed the noisiest

of the other events by upwards of 10 dB, which will impart a distlnc[

audibility to those events,

(2) Modified ,let Flee[ Conforming to l'_Al_, l)tt'[ .30 Levels

If a retrofil regulation is promulgaled in accordance with the FAA

NPI'I,_,I (Reference 28), the 1078 flcet would be o::peated In conform to
2

I: the levels prescribed in ]?AI_ 38. In the noise eoviromnent generated

'_ hy this flect0 the introduction of the SST (,t fllghLs per day) would in-
ii
:: crease Ldn values at ihe sideline and approach measuring points

a slightly, i, e., about ldB, and a_ the takeoff measuring point significantly,

_; i.e., about 3dB, The corresponding increase of 64% in the area within

il the Ldn 75 contour is substantial, even taking into account lhc caveat,

=_ raentioned earlier, that this does net sigl_ify a step increase between
A

raore or less critical zones.

The above statement pertains to the situation where the 1978 fleet

i

s complied exactly with the noise level requirements of FAR 36. tlowever,

_i in practice, tbe retrofit hardware represenLing current and availabletech-

nology would permit lower levels to be achieved.
_j

(3) h_0dtfied Jet Fleet with "Qui,et Nacelle" Treatment
12

};, :_.2 In a community noise environment based on exposure in the jet
k.J

i:
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fleet with " 'Qm_t Nacelles_, tile introduction of the hypotheMzed operations

of an SST would increase the noise e._:posuve at i:he sideline and

approach n]nasuring pcdnts pereeptlbly, about 2 dB, and at tile taheoff

measuring point significantly, 3.8dB. Basically, sinne this presumed

fleet would be slightly quieter than a rleet just conforming to FAll [_6,

the el'feet of the SST opeJratiens wou]d be slightly more perceptible and

ammying.

(4) ModH'ind Jet ],'lent with Re['anned 3TSD and 0uiet-Nanelle J T3D

Wben injected into a community with noise exposure characteris-

tic" or the current jet fleet with refanned JTSI') engines and quint nacelles

far the YraDs, line SST operations would be significantly apparent. Tbe

increases in Ldn ef 5 dr-3 at tile sideline and 4.5 d13 at the takeoff

measuring point would be substantial, resulting in doubling of tbe area

exposed to Ldn 75. The effect on the noise exposure at the approach

measuring point (+1.8 d]3) would be perceptible, but not necessarily sig-

nificant.

(5) [typical JFI( Airport llumvay Fleet Mix

The four cases discussed earlier have been based on a hypothet-

ical airport with operations of a hypothetie,'fl fleet. While this may net

represent any one airport realistically, it probably yields a useful gen-

eral picture for U.S. airports as a whole. A slightly more specific per-

spective may be gained by using a more re_istie portrait of on actual

airport. For this purpose, Jolm F. Kennedy airport has been selected.

The assumed fleet operations and noise contribution have been determined

_3 utilizing the following statistical data:

Total almual operations at JFK in 1972 for all commercial
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Cal, rJr;r airplsses, frorfl litre?Police 2[

• :_ f nI_at_ve tlSa_c of ,T_'I-_ rtlltW_'..'S, frolll l_e2t_l'ea _o ,20.

FAll. cel'Hficaled noise levels foc tim various airplanes,

from Reference I9.

The noise exposure levels at: the ]_'AI" 36 mcasut'ing points rela-

tive to JI,_K runway 131_/31L calculated for these coadltlons arc ltslecl in

'Fable 2(b). The levels are somewhat hi_her lhan those COmlmted fro- the

hypothetical a_rport and fleet. Consequently, the injection of SST noise

into this mlviroument results in a barely perceptible increase in noise

exposure at the sideline (0.9dB), and trlvlal increases at theolher two

,- measuring points (0.2 and 0, i dB),

Indeed. it is pm'tinent to point out that, as regards takeoff and
Ib

r j approach noise, the SST is approximately equivalent to a fully ]oaded

i_ 13707 or DC-8, Consequently, the effect of introducing an SST operation

at an airpm't such as ,I.F. Kennedy, which has numerous operations by

international airlines of heavily-loaded long-range sabsonte jets, is about

equivalent to adding another spin'at/on of a subsonic jet. Alternatively,

if an SST operation were to replace a subsonic jet airplane operation,

the noise exposure off the airport (i. e., neglecting sideline noise effects)

would be practically unchanged.

Effects of other assumed combinations of subsonic and supersonic

operations, including tradeoffs and costs involved to avoid increased

community noise exposure, are discussed in Section 6, Ifealth,

Welfare, and Economic Considerations.

! '--9
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C. ReflulatoPy Considerations fop Concorde _nd ']?U-144

I_: is well known that the*'e has been consldur'able controversy

about a supersonic ll-anspor[. On_: major pl'oduct o[ this coa_uown'sy

was lhe caneolla[iou of the Uoltc,d States development of a civil SST.

One of the nlajor l'easons fop this canccll::tlon of [he U. S. SST was

%he sonic boomp_'oblem. ]]owever, one of the oI:heP key ob_eetionMJlo

features was eonside_'ed to be the exces._[vc community noise developed

by tilesupersonic transport.

To avoid sonic boon* oeeurrf!ncos in the U. S., it hats been

ruled that no supersonic overflights by civil nil'el*aftwill be allowed

in tileU. S. (l_cfePence 12). NcveP|heless, two supupsooie transports

are in development by ethel' count_,ies: (i) tile A/iglo-]?l'eneh

Concorde, and (2) tile Soviet Union's Tupolev TU-144. A small

?
number of Concordes ]*ave been sold and are expected to go into

commercial operation in tile 197G time pel'iod. Because of the

i: relntively high noise levels of tile Coucorde, considerable opposition

has been expressed to its entry into service in the U.S. The general

feeling is that the injection of this new and potent noise source into

an environment that is already non-acceptable for noise will signify

a trend toward further degradation at a time when a major effort is

under way to reduce the community noise exposure. One of tllemain

purposes of this report is to explore this question and to establish:

I (s) the probable effects of tile Coneorde on rile eolnmunity
noise exposuz'e, and

<'-h (b) whether, by suitable operation limitations, this effect can

be restricted within acceptable bounds.
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Ideally, o1' cour,_e, i. Lilt, c,ontuxt el' tile 1ELA , s,.on_.d

nlission toin]pl'o,,,t,the l].)i_c_Lnvi_'ono_unl,it_,cu11,_I:q_l)eardt`sluablo

1:o1)l-et::hldt, 1hi, h_tl'oducllon el' a lllz}jor lle_.v _Jo[]I,ctc O_ lloi_e by

exe]ucIiJlgitfron_ opec-altonwithin tili:_c,,entry. 'J'J)isis iJa['lic[larly

* . (self, as ks the case witI_the (,oncoxdJ, it wouhl introduce soancl

It,vt,]s}*ight,rthan £hosc of tile c,iJ'i'(ILifleet whit,h nm*_y l_cople

alrt,acl3"consldt,r £oo high. It is a view also _-_:Jn,%l-cedby ili_hlilel

eossumption of the SS'.Fand |'elatedpolluliou (!J'i'ects.On the other

hand, there arc some wile have philos_phical and, to them, p_'actical

t,bjectionsto I|1oexclusion of an nil'planesuch as tileCenser'de.

Tllese objontions arc dist,uss_d briefly in the succ_cding paz'aF,r.aphs.

Exclusion of the Cont,orde fronl U.S. airpoz'tsmay tend to dis-

__,J courage technical development in civ_l supez'son[ca_1"el_afttechnology.

Ifsuch development wore successful, it could lead to constl,uctive

exploitationof tileadvantagees of civil supersonic fli_h£ wililendni-

roiling tilt,dlsadvantages of noise, fut`lconsumption and pollution.

Iftillskind of development ks discoat'a_od in tlleUnited States, it i

may lead to the loss of leadership in a pt,tt,ntiallyimportant recluse-

logical and conlmercial area, to tiledeiriiment of our conlpctitive

position, balance of payn%eilts, etc. It is iml)urtant, of cola'so,

thatanother, kind of balance be considered also - the proper balance

between the ostensible needs of commerce and industry and tilt,need

of the Al'ncrisan people, as reflected in the National Environnlt,r*tal

Protection Act, to protect the environment against accelerating

i degradation.
©
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Those who oppo_-Je exch_siotl of tile: (.*oilc'oPde fl'eln op(q.'a_ic.r._s [1l

the United States also po[nL out I.hat st)¢.'h exclusion could have polit-

ical repercussions. TheJ.c [tl'e illterllolionL_l aviatlon agreefeeI]ts to

which the IJ. S. is a party and which must be t;tken into ac¢:oLml.

It is within the realm of conjecture that unilatccal action taken by

: the U. S. go_,ermncmt to exclude tile '(2o)lct)rde fPam the U. S. could

i lead to reciprocaI action against U.S. carrier operation of subsonic

; aircraft to other countries. Carried io its logical extreme, this

type of action couhl create havoc in [ntr:rnational air comnlcree.
/

Another sigaifleant faclor that Js taken into aeeount by SST

proponents is the enormot_s capita[ investment by tile L?g_lish,

l_'rench and Russian governments ill the development of SST aiceraft.

_'_ Several commentators have expressed the sentiment that the U.S.

should feel no responsibility for salvaging an unwise investment,

pointJng out that the ICAO statement of 19G2 clearly indieated that

the drive toward quieter airplanes would have all effect on the aceep-

tabiliiyof the Concorde at the time it was scheduled to ire into service.

Their view is that the U.S. should not accept the introduction of an

airplane whose noise is patently a hazard to health and welfare. The

proponents of the Coneorde contend, on the other hand, that where

the vehicle h_ ql_estion is no_ clearly a health hazard, the U.S.

government might, because of international obligations, allow its

Introduction at least on a limited basis.

i Finally, from an economics viewpoint,the SST proponents

....' contendthat itisnot unreasonable toallow tilesupersonictransport
"i
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the opportunity to demonstrate whether, with properly internalized

COSTS, the stlporsonictransport can compete effectivelyinthe market-

place. The phrase "properly internalized costs" is meant to indicate

that the cost to the passenger should reflect all the actual costs,

inchlding those required to make the SST acceptable from a public

health and welfare standpoint.

The view of Concordc proponents suggests cousideration of

a related matter -- possible growth of the Concordc. In order to

be economically viable, all new aircraft must have a certain and

defined growth potential. The reason for this is that new airframe

and engine combinations arc not nearly as efficient in terms of

range, payload, operating costs, etc., as they can be after they have

had the opportunity to be tested and evaluated in service. GeneraLly,

: the most significant changes arc made in the engine in terms of

! increased thrust while maintaining an adequate margin of safety.

Increased thrust can be translated Into increased flight range with

the same payload, increased payload for the same range, or some

combination of both.

Without growth potenttalof this sort, guaranteed by the manu-

; facturers, new aircraft would have a very limited market at best,

and most likely, no market at all. Figure 8, based upon information

from References 17 and 18, shows the predicted relationship

between sideline noise and takeoff noise for various values of

Concorde maximum weight and percent thrust. In effect, Figure 8

represents an estimate of the effects ofgrmvth on sideline and takeoff

-_ 5-13



noise. The intersection of the lines for 385,000 lb. maximum weight

and 100 percent thrust (indicated by a circle) represents the prepro-

duction model, Coneorde 02, whose measured values are listed in

Table I.

The Concorde developers estimate at this time that the Concorde

growth will not exceed the values bounded by the curves of Figure 8.

For example, one extreme would be an increase in maximum weight

to 405,000 pounds without an increase in thrust, resulting in a trade-

off reduction of about 1.5 EPNdB in sideline noise for an increase

in takeoff noise of 4 EPNdB. Another extreme would be an increase

in thrust of 10 percent with no increase in weight, resulting in a

tradeoff reduction of 2 EPNdB in takeoff noise for an increase in

(_ sideline noise of nearly 3 EPNdB. Probably, the growth will not

proceed along either of the extreme boundaries but more in the

•, direction of no tradeoff where both sideline and takeoff noise

increaseata rateofaboutone toone.

The majority of tlleinformation shown in Figure 8 pertains to the

Concorde 02 preproduetion model with tileOlympus 593-602 engine,

: The first production model with the Olympus 593 engine at 400, 000

pounds maximum weight is estimated to have about 3 percent more

sea level static thrust, with reheat, than the preproduction model

': (38, 00O pounds to 37, 000 pounds). Figure 8 shows that the values

for the sideline and takeoff noise levels estimated by the manufac-

turers (Reference 17) for the production Concorde are lower than,

but within one decibel of, those that would be predicted for the

k.) Concorde 02.
71
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D. LindtingNoise Exposure for Concorde and TU-144 by Operational
Constraints

As a middle ground approach, andeonsistent with the suggestions

of many commentator's, it appears reasonable to consider allowing

the Concords and TU-144 to fly into and out of U.S. airports as an

interim measure, providing the community noise exposure levels are

not increased or the increase is negligible. A major factor in such

an approach would be the imposition of strictoperational constraints

which could be used to lirrdtthe noise exposure due to the SST air-

plane operations.

It could be clearly indicated that such an arrangement was

temporary, involving a waiver of requirements known to be desirable

I in order to allow the reasonable economic evaluation discussed

_" earlier. In this context the waiver, for example, might be allowed
i

_i "I forths first production lot of Concordes, which is approx/matcly

_ 20 airplanes. Subsequent production models would be required to

meet successively lower levels, _/ving the manufacturers an

opportunity to do the necessary development between production lots

_: until either ithas been demousSrated LhaL L|m Concords and TU-144

:: airplanes could meet levels that are required for subsonic transport

: airplanes or it turned out that it was not economically feasible to

meet acceptable requirements with the supersonic transports.

,_ The question of operational limitations requires some elabora-

I tion. The kind of constraints that may be envisaged includes such

I aspects as designating specific airports for SST operations, limiting

....i tilenumber of operations allowed pe'r day at any one alrp0rt,
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designating the runways to bc used for SST operations to minimize

exposure of noise sensitive areas, limiting operations to the daytime,

eta. These are the kind of constraints that Inight be included in

an airport noise regulation; however, in the absence of an airport

regulation_ this type of limitation could be specificallyincluded as

part of the SST aircraft noise regulation in the form of an operating

rule.

i

L,

lJ

t;
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6. HEALTH, WELFARE, AND ECONOMIC CONSIDFA_ATIONS

Fundamental to EPA's mandate, under the Noise Control Act of

1972, is the objective of attaining and maintaining a noise environ-

meat that is consistent with public health and welfare requirements.

In striving for this objective, file agency is cognizant of FAA's

requirement under Section 7 of the Act to take into account the

availability of technology and cost of compliance in arriving at the bal-

ance of judgment as to the degree of quieting required.

" Accordingly, in the EPA "Report" to Congress (References 1-7)

on aircraft and airport noise, the costs were estimated of achieving

several levels of cumulative noise environments employing the noise

abatement alternatives of source control, operational procedures,

f_ and land use options.

! Given these considerations, itis necessaryto evaluatethe influence

of the introduction of supersonic airplane operations on the efficacy

•of the aviation noise control measure: i.c., what are the environ-

i:! mental impacts and how would these affect the overallaviation noise

-_ env'lronment and the costs of achieving a specified environment.

i Subsequentdiscussionwillcover the followingareas:

• The disbenefits of noise;

• The environment around an airport and impacts when SST is

introduced under several sets of fleet source noise level

conditions;
I

_ i • The incrementalcostsof achievementofnoiseenvironment

i objectiveswithSST introduction;©
i 6-1
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•The operational constraints necessary to ensure that SST

operations do not adversely affectthe environment;

•Implicalions for SST fares under operational constraints,

•An assessment of the equivalent noise impact on the population

surrounding an airport.

Other elements of the economic impact of introducing SST oper-

ations in the United States, such as the competitive effecton domestic

airlines, or coats of equipping a fleet with SSTsj will not be con-

-sidered here as they do not bear directly on the question of cost of

controlling the noise impact of the supersonic airplanes.

}

t

©
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A. The Disbenefits of Noise

In its report to Congress, the EPA recognized that the direct

primary effects of noise on public health and welfare are: the potential

for producing a permanent loss in hearing acuity; interference wifll

speech commm_ications; and the generation of annoyance. The Levels

Document (l%efercnce 9) specificallyidentifiedtwo long-term average

levels of cumulative noise exposure as those levels which should not

be exceeded in order 4o protect the public health and welfare with

"an adequate margin of safety:

.A Day-Night Level (Ldn) no greater than 55 dB, to protect

against annoyance (including interference with speech

i communication).

.An Equivalent Noise Level (Leq) no greater than 70 dB, to
; t

': ' protect against significant adverse effects on hearing.}:: l
_! _ The potential of indirect effects of noise is also admitted, but there

,, does not exist sufficient evidence to quantify them at this time.

These noise effects influence such factors as an involuntarily ex-

posed person's daily activity schedule and enjoyment. It follows that

if the presence of noise affects these factors, then a person's utility

function is affected adversely. When these adverse effects are ag-

gregated to an impacted public around a noisy airport, it follows that

their activities can be affected not only in the impacted area but also

at an exposed person's place of employment, Typical results of the

f' primary adverse effects of noise are:

-'! ,The relative attractiveness of real estate is degraded;
-_..J
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• The delivery of public services is distnrbed, e.g.,

interruptions of educational instruction;

•Interpersonal relationships are aggravated;

• Continual or repetitive annoyance is manifested as

tension and stress;

•On the job performance, i.e., productivity, is diminished.

These results demonstrate the Insidious nature of noise in a person's

or comrnunity's physiological, social, and economic well-being.

Reduction of the noise environment will reduce the magnitude of

these cited results; however, the relationship between reducing noise

i environments and the magnitude of noise impact reductions is not

_ _ yet well-defined. For example, there is no accurate quantification of

!: the relative reduction in costs lhat would accrue in removing one per-
,,J

son from an Ldn 80 environment vis-a-vis removing txvopersons from

ii an Ldn 70 environment. That is, sufficient research to quantify tbe

_ cost benefits ofnoise rcductionhas not been performed to date. Conse-

quently, as In many environmental situations, not havin_ quantitative

estimates of the benefits of noise reduction precludes analysis of the

amount of noise environment reduction that is justifiedon a cost-benefit

basis; therefore, the subsequent analyses wtiluse a cost - effectiveness

analytic framework.

A cost-effectiveness analysis can, however, yield very persuasive

r. information on the merits of the noise control options. To begin with,

i itis necessaryto consider the reduction in noise levels, the reductions

6-4
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in land areas exposed fo specific noise levels, and the population re-

moved from these noise level zones, in addition, i% is possible, by

using the methodology described inAppendtx C, to m_e a Noise Impact

Assessment (NIA) which expresses the change in human response expec-

ted from the people exposed fo specific levels of environmental noise.

When the above are correlated with the costs of the noise control op-
I

tions, the resulting cost-effectiveness ,analysisis very powerful.

It should be kept in mind that the introduction of an SST fo major

U,S. airports will not expose persons to a high level of noise who

have notpreviouslybeen so exposed. Rather the situation is one where
J

l,
someone exposed to a high noise level, with the introduction of an

: _,. SST, may be exposed to an even higher noise level or a comparable

level that may sound different.

:j

¢!

;_

!!

i,

iJ
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B. Methods of Reducing Cunmlative Noise Levels

Achievement of any desired Day..Night Level (Lda) can be realized

by combinations of reducing source noise emissions and protecting

noise-sensitive receivers,

Reduction of currant aviatian source noise emissions can be

accomplished by retrofitting the commercial aircraft fleet using

source noise abatement technology, implementing noise abatement

takeoff and landing procedures and exercising airport operational

control such as preferential runways, restriction on flight operations,

etc. Protection of noise-sensitive receivers can be accomplished

through the soundproofing of residential and other sensitive structures

or through the purchase of land and subsequent relocation of existing

incompatible land uses.

i Actions to reduce the noise levels by existing aircrafts' source

abatement and operational options may not totally eliminate noise

!:'.: impacts at a given location. In such cases, additional actions must

:_ . be taken to either soundproof the structures in the noise sensitive

;: areas, or relocate the incompatible land uses which remain after the

source noise impact options have been implemented. It should be

recognized, however, that there exists _ limit to the effectiveness

of soundproofing technology. For those receivers exposed to noise

which cannot be effectively reduced to compatible levels by sound°

proofing, the only remaining alternative is relocation. The techno-

logical limitations of soundproofing and the associated costs of same

may be found in Reference 5.2
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In this report, the "cost" of achievingany given Ldn is defined

as being the cost of implementing noise source abatement technology

and airport/aircraft operational options, plus tile resource require-

ments of soundproofing or relocating those noise-sensitive receivers

which remain impacted at some noise exposure level after techno-

logical and operational options have been employed. As previously

mentioned, the economic question addressed here is, "What are the

incremental costs of preventing degradation of the community noise

"- environment around an airport if an SST type aircraft were allowed

to operate into and out of such an airport?"

, ", By the 1978-80 time period fleet noise levels are expected to be

;: _ relatively lower than those of today's fleets because not as many,
l

_ {_ if any, straight jet aircraft will be operating in the fleet and the low

l::: bypass ratio fan jet aircraft are expected to be retrofltled. The

'_ capacity represented by the retired aircraft will have been replaced

_': by the less noisy high bypass ratio fan jet aircraft, Lower fleet

:_' noise levels translate into reductions in the areas within Lda contours

around airports which in turn imply smaller impacted populations,,

if and only if, land use development around airports does not result

in increased population densities surrounding the airport. Also, with

the passage of time, the retrofit candidate set of noisy aircraft should

decrease because they are the vintage aircraft in the current fleet.

These general trends are incorporated in the subsequent analysis.

However, one must remember that we are dealing with individual

airports and their costs of achieving specified levels of cumulative

6-7
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noise exposure, Tl_s is so because the SST can operate efl'ectively

only at the lal-ger metropolitan airports. These a_'e the very airports

which are curreatly the most severely impacted.

i

ii"
W

I

'i:i
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C. ]VJixed Operations of Supersonic and $uhsonle Jet Aircraft

Section 5 utilized a simple model hypothesizing a single runway

airport to calculate noise exposures (Ldn) at tile three I?AR 3{]

: measuring pointsfor three subsonic fleetconfigurations. Subsequently.

for each fleet configuration, the effects of introducing three differenti

rates of daily operations of_u]SST were determined in terms of incre-

mental increases in the Ldn values and the percentage increases in

laud area corresponding to tileincreased noise exposure. These per-

-, eentage increases can be simply converted into net incremental land

areas beyond the airport boundaries in which populations may be ex-

• posed to the identifiednoise exposores.

: These areas were estilnatedby a simple geometric analysis, using

6_ as a starting point the equivalent single-airplane average EPNL at

; the 3.5 nautical mile takeoff measuring point determined from the

_ : calculated NEF at that point for the baseline fleet. By use of the

:.! data in Reference 31 on EPNL vs slant range, it was possible to

'i p]ot a contour from which the enclosed areas, both on and off the

:':_ hypoflletieal airport, were calculated. From these values, the

'_ corresponding enclosed gross areas for the Ldn 65, 70 and 75

: contours were determined by use of the relationship,

Ldn(1) - Lda(0) = 15 log(A /A0)

! developed in the appendix. The net areas were established by sub-

traeting the estimated on-airport areas from the calculated gross
I

i areas, with one minor exception. For the Ldn 65 contour, the on-

, airport area subtracted was 1.5 square miles, which was assumed

, 6-9
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to be the relevm_t area of the airport. Shown in Tables 3 (a) m_d (b)

are the net impact areas for each aircraft noise level situation and

the inorementa] impact area increases resulting from introducing I, 4,

and 8 SST flights per day. One should note from Table 3 (a) that as

time passes and the source noise options become available, and are

implemented, tilenet noise exposure impact area decreases. In addi-

tion, itshould be noted from Table 3 (b) that tim SST incremental

impact areas increase as the rest of the fleet becomes quieter.

I
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D, Costs of Comput!]_]c Land Use induced by SST Noise

Introducing SST operations at tl_e hypothesized airport increases

the noise impaetarea for oael_ fleet noise control option. Accord lgly,

a larger population around this airport would be exposed to higher

noise levels than those that would exist if the SST flights wore

not allowed to occur.

This incremental increase in population exposed is estimated by

assuming the following population densities witilin Ldn contours:

• Ldn 75 = 2000 people/square mile

.Ldn 70 = 2500 people/square mile

• Ldn 65 = 5000 people/square mile

These densities are typical for East Coast metropolitan airports which
l-'i
-'" are candidates for the SST activity, References 32 and 33. The noise

impacted populations for the conditions of baseline and the two retrofit

options relative to the three noise exposure levels are given in Table

z (c).

It should be noted that these density values ars applied to the areas

-'! within the baseline contours. As the areas within a given contour

! shrink because the fleet becomes less noisy, population densities

are assumed not to change_ consequently tim density values applied

in the computation are those associated with the baseline areas.

Simply multiplying incremental Ldn areas by the respective population

densities is assumed to yield the additional number of people exposed

to an increased noise environment.

_i _ These SST noise -induced population impacts will result in

); i



greater cools of achieving a desired cumulative noise level. An es-

timate of such induced costs c,'m be developed by recognizing that tile

increases in noise that this incremental population will be exposed to

are not dramatic, e.g., on the order of a few decibels over their

previous environment in most eases, Referring to the unit cost curve

for compatible land use control of Reference 5, a one decibel increase

in the Ldn 75 range will require an additional one thousand dollars

per person for compatible land use control techniques. A one cleeibel

increase in the Ldn 70 range will require an additional 500 dollars

per person. For each person exposed to the Ldn 65 range, the in-

, dated cost is estimated to be three hundred dollars per dB increase.

Multiplying these unit costs by the incremental populations yields the

' '_- increased costs of noise compatible land use. Shown in Tables 3 (d)

and (e)arethe increased popalation and cost impacts of having the SST

activity at the hypothetical airport. It can be seen that as the subsonic

commercial fleet becomes less noisy, the population (except for

Ldn 65) and cost impacts increase.

There is an apparent anomaly in the population increase figures

: for the Ldn 65 areas. That is, the increase in impacted population

within the Ldn 65 area due to the SST operations becomes smaller

instead of larger ms the subsonic fleet becomes quieter. The reason

for this resides in the assumption, noted earlier, that the baseline

distribution of population remains constant. As the fleet becomes

quieter, the Ldn g5 area shrinks so that it eventually lies within

the area that was previously an Ldn 70 area, with an assumed popu-
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latioudensHy of :_,500instead of 5000 people per square mile, Con-

sequen|ly, the increase in area due to the SST operations introduced

into the quieted-fleet situalion occurs within 8tea of lower assumed

populutlou density, which results in a smaller computed increase of

impacted population, wimn compared to the basclhle fleet situation,

despite the lar_er increase in hnpaeted area.

In perspective, it merits pointing out that the results presented in

Tables 3 (a) ti_rtl(e) are based on theoretical approximate calculations

regarding a hypoihetical airport. Consequently, they should be con-

sidercd as gener,"dlyindicating the magnitude of tile noise problem

presented by the introduction of the SST operations, rather than as

i literal estimates of the actual costs that might be incurred. In this

.- context, the results reveal that introduction of one flight per day of

'[: the SST at a fairly busy airport with today's subsonic fleet(prior to
>

retrofit) represents a minor problem in noise intrusion_ whereas in

the same environment eight SST flightsper day represent a significant

problem. The reason for the striking difference in effect between

_ the two levels of SST operation is that the increase in Ldn acts as

: a multiplier squared in computing the dollar cost. First, the area

affected (and consequently, the number of people affected)as discussed

[_ earlier, is directly related to the change in Ldn in dB; second, the

number of people affected is multiplied by the number of dB change

in Ldn0 as well as by the average cost per person, in arriving at
./

,:: the total cost.

Interestingly enough, the introduction of a single SST flight per
_ 6-13
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day in the quiet fleet situation (QN 3]) mid R/F 8D) appears to cause

legs of a problem in terms of the cost approach than eight SST IRigllts

in tim baseline fleet situation (about $I,1 million vs $5,81 rail]iota for

tbe three Ldn zones) although it results in a slightly greater increase

in Ldn (],6 vsl. 2 dB). The reason for this is the much larger affected

area (and number of people) involved in the case of the baseline fleet.

However, the flaw in tbe use solely of cumulative levels to evaluate

such situations is highlighted, since in fact the SST may be more

noticeable,

Fhmlly, it cm_ be seen that the noise intrusion problmn, in terms

of equivalent "cost", becomes a major one as additional flights of

the SST are introduced in the quiet fleet situations.

This confirms the result one would expect intuitively as multiple

operations of a new and louder noise source are injected into an en-

vironment that has been improved by the application of noise control

options such as retrofit to the air-carrier fleet. Since an appreciable

portion of the fleet is expected to be quieter by the time an SST goes

into service in 1976, as cited above, one may v,'cll expect tlmt SST

operations on a regular basis would be more noticeable then titan they

: would be at present.

i Economic rules of efficiency and equity require that the creator

of ibis increased noise environment should pay for the efforts required

to reduce these induced public health and welfare disbenefits. There-

fore, according to such rules, the airlines wishing to introduce

.. _ SST flights would be required to pay the induced costs of Iand use con-
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trol, or other corructlve action(c,g., noi._oinsulation, compensaHon,

etc. ). These costs arc a negativc input inf,o that airline's inve_;hnent

decision.

I_
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P,. Operational Constraints to ]i:liminate ihe Im met of SST Noise

There i:_an opcralJonal approach which can eliminate tileinducecl

cumulative noise compatible ]and use costs estimated in the previous

section. This approach is to eliminate other noisy aircraft flights

such that the impact ureas do uot change. For the i)useilne cuse,

only one JT3D flight would have to be eliminated for each SST flight

introduced. Substantially higher numbers of flights would have to be

eliminated ifthe quiet nacelle retrofit and the reran retrofitwere im-

plemented into the fleet.

Again. economic efficiency rules dictate that these eliminated

flights must come from the activities of the airline that is offering

fl_eSST. For this case, then, itfallows that the lost revenues from

*'_ tileeliminated flights must be reflected in the fare structure for the

i SST. The airport operator should also be expected to recover the

landingfee revenues from these curtailed Flights by charging an appro-

_: priate lauding fee for the SST. Essentially. trying to recover the
r=

revenues from three curtailed flights or more will add substantially

i, and disproportionately to the fares that would have to be eh&rged

#_ per seat on the SST. Cost of such SST service at these higher fare

_: levels could result in mu extreme curtailment of demand.

In summary, introducing SST activity at its present noise emission

' levels at an airport will either induce additional noise exposure

for populations surrounding the airport, or require the reduction in

flights of comparably noisy aircraft. Whichever action is taken, the

respective environmental correction costs may result in an increased

: _ 6-16
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fare s[ruciure whlchwould be o['concern I_o rileopel'ato1", These as-

pects mus% be i,_kon into considera£ion as well as those re]ating

$o tileheavy energy (fuel)eonsumpHon of the cul'ren% supersonic air-

plane as compared with subsonic alrei'aft.

J ..
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F. Options Consk]ered for Rulemaking to Control Noise Impact of

Current SSTs

In considering a possible regulation to protect tilepublic health and

welfare from tilenoise that wonld he caused by landing and takeoff op-

erations of supersonic airplanes at U.S. airports, several key factors

should be taken into account.

(I) The current SSTs are inherently noisy by virtue of their design

features, and there is no known technology now available that will per-

mit significant reduction of their noise without severely compromising

their operational capabilities.

" (2) As a result of several factors, there is considerable uncer-

tainty as to the ability of the SST to operate sucessfully on a revenue-

producing basis in competition with subsonic jet airer',fft.This leads

to the supposition that only a small number of current-design SSTs

actually will he produced and be in service. In turn, this implies that

_ SSTs are likely to represent a minor threat to the environment, in

}_ terms of the incremental cumulative noise imposed on airport neigh-

boring communities.

(3) Because of tilelarge investment in both dollars and prestige,

*. made by the governments supporting development of tile SSTs, the

United States government may be reluctant to take overt action that

might be construed as being directly responsible for the failure of the

current SST programs. The apparently modest benefits in environmen-

tal protection that might be gained by imposing onerous restrictions

on the SST easily could be outweighed by the effect Of such restrictiops

*_._ 6"18 :



on our international relations. This would be especially true if the cur-

rent SST programs became admitted failures and the failures were

attributed to the restrictions imposed by the United States.

(4) Aside from the foregoing considerations, it should be recog-

nized that the most reliable criteria available regarding human

response to environmental noise are those related to cumulative noise

exposure, as outlined in references 5 and 6. Consequently, ill con-

sidering the euvironmental impact of current SST operations, the gov-

ernment must turn to cumulative noise as the criterion by which to

judge that impact.

Ide'ally, the best place to control noise is at the source; this prin-

! ctple is appliedin the noise level requirements of FAR Part 3B. It is

:_ _ also implicit in the Noise Certification requirements for supersonic

airplanes now under consideration by the international Civil Aviation

:.' Organization. Since, however, it is not feasible to control the source

_: noise of current early production SSTs to Part 36 levels, it may be

advisable to adopt regulatory procedures that will control the noise

_! impact caused by introduction of current SST operations.

. In view of the noise characteristics of current SST atreraft, includ-

_:; ing the impracticability of noise-abating retrofit in the present state of

the art, selectionofa suitable method for controlltngthe noise impact is

not a simple matter. Various regulatory options for accomplishing this

control have been considered. They are outlined in the paragraphs that

I follow, with pros and cons summarized.

,.. ] 1. Outright ban: Conceptually, the siml_lest mid most effective

6-19
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way to control current SST noise is to prohibit their operations in the

United States. From the viewpoint of equity, however, the question

arises as to whetber ibis harsh restriction is warranted in tlm lightof

the possibly modest degree of benefit to be achieved by such restric-

tion.

Pro

• There is no doubt that such a rule would be completely pro-

tective ofthe environment, in terms of the possible effectsof

the SST.

• The rule is simple, with no confusion and no uncertainty.

• Ifitwere promulgated promptly, the rule would provide early

i notice to prospective operatm, s and the manufacturers of the

current SSTs that there would be no market for such SST
oper-

" i ations in the United States,

J

ii!
Con

_ . Since the eurr'ent SSTs are about as noisy as the current 707

;: and DC-8 subsonic airplanes without retrofit,and since it is

_ presumed by many that relatively few current SSTs will be

}{ placed into operation, the restriction Seems unduly harsh, and

therefol'e unfair, when viewed against tiledegree of environ-

[: mental hazard posed by the SST.

_;: • Promulgation of such "arule could have undesirable effects on

th e existing reciprocal aeronautical arrangements between the

United States Government and the governments of France,

: England, and tileSoviet Union. ,
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The rule might be considered unfair particulazqy because the

current SSTs might be able to operate at certain airports with

negligible noise impact because of the absence of noise-sensi-

tive areas in the general vicinity of takeoff and landing paths.

2. Imposition of Part 36 Requirements: Requiring that the SST

conform to the source noise level requirements of Appendix C of Part

36 is conceptually a logical and sensible rule, since it would require of

SSTs exactly what Part 36 requires of subsonic airplanes. However,

such a rule for early production of current SSTs would not be con-

sidered appropriate, as there is no known technology to permit current

; SSTs tO comply with the noise level requirements of Part 36 in an

economically reasonable manner.

,_ Pro

_. • The rule is simple in concept, consistent with existing rules

(for subsonic aircraft) and easy to enforce.

• It would protect the environment against SST noise to the same

extent that Part 36 does against subsonic airplane noise.
!
!_ Con
; ,,

• The rule isinappropriaterecurrent SSTs since as statedabove,

there is no known current technology for these airplanesto

enablethem to meet Part 36 noiselevelrequirements.

• Itt/lereforewould betantarnountto aban on current SSTs, sub-

Jectto "similar objections as an outright ban.

3. Allow SST Operation at Designated Airports with Restrictions:

This option, which has a number of different possible forms, essen-
$
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t[ally would designate certain U.S. airports at which the current SSTs

would be allowed to operate, subject to certain restrictions designed

%o minimize its effects on the noise enviromnent. These restrictions

would include one or more of the following:

(a) Limited number of takeoffs and landings.

(b) Takeoffs and landings restricted to designated noise abatement

runways to avoid noise-sensitive areas.

(c) Restrictions on the time of day in which operations are al-

lowed - e. g., curfews.

(d) Use of special noise abatement procedures for both takeoff ,and

landing, including procedures automatically programmed on the

! airplane in-flight computer, with pilot takeover occurring only

for ofsafety.reasons

In view of the limited number of current SSTs that are expected to

, be in operation, the following restrictions also may be considered in

order to permit the operation of those airplanes in the United States

without adversely affecting public hea2th and welfare:

:,!i (a) Restrteted number of daily SST operations country-wide;

'(b) Restricted number of daily SST operations on an airport-by-

airport basis;

(c) Restricted number of airports approved for SST operations.

The above restrictions would provide assurance of a limited number

of SST operations approved by the Federal government.

Pro

" • Adoption of a rule based on the foregoing principle would avoid

"-"I 6-22 _,
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_- an outright bm_ of tile SST, allowing a limited number of opera-

tions.

. It would limit the number of localities exposed to SST noise.

. If properly implemented, it would also limit the noise impact

in the communities neighboring to the designated airports.

Con

. The availability of airports suitable for application of this rule

has not been adequately substantiated; in particular, the des-

ignated airports not only must have the right arrangement of

t
I non- noise-sensitive areas under the runway flight pathsa they

• also must be in locations that provide adequate and convenient

access to the large metropolitan centers that would serve as]

the point of origin or destination for most SST passengers.

• The selection of airports to be desiDlated for SST operations

may be considered arbitrary and unfair by some SST operators.

: . On the oilier hand, the residents exposed to the noise impact

(actual or potential) in the vicinity of the designated airports

may consider the selection discriminatory against them.

. hi spite of careful selection of designated airports and run-

ways, there probably would he increased noise impact due to

the SSToperatinns, since very few airports are free of neigh-

boring noise-sensitive areas. For this reason, and because

the benefits of noise abatement procedures for takeoff and

landing are limited in degree, adoption of this type of rule

might allow inadequately controlled increases of SST noise im-
g
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pacts; hence, such a rule might be considered inadequately

protective of tile environment.

4. Impose Restriction._ on SST Operator at SST Airports

This option, although similario the previous one in m_ly respects,

differs conceptually from it in that there would be no attempt to des-

ignore the airports at which SSTs would be allowed to operate. Instead,

it would a11ow the market forces to determine the airports at which

SST operations weald be introduced. However, once it was established

that SST operations were to be conducted at an airport, then a rule

restricting the noise impact would go into effect. In one form of such

a rule the SST operator would be constrained to take the action neces-

sary (which may include tradeoff of subsonic airplane operations) to

f_._. limit the increase in noise impact caused by the SST operations to

that which would be caused by an airplane that meets the noise level

requirements of Appendix C of Part 36 of the Federal Aviation Regu-

lations.

Even though the retrofit of current SST airplanes is not practicable

at this time, control of the incremental effect of these airplanes on the

i cumulative noise exposure can be achieved to some extent by noise

_ abatement takeoff and landing procedures, and exercising airport

i operational control such as preferential runways and night curfews.

There is also another method of operational control that might be taken

to permit the introduction of the current Concorde or TU-144 super-

sonic airplanes while at the same time controlling the noise impact for

those airports. Under this method an operator would eliminate one pr
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more flights of his noisier subsonic turbojet englne-powered airplanes

at an airportto compensatefor theincreasein noise generatedby each

SST flight that he introduces at that airport. For example, in regard

to the current subsonic fleet perhaps only one B707/DC8 flight would

have to be eliminated at most airports by an operator to compensate

for each Concorde flight he introduced. The operator would of course

have to eliminate a larger number of B707/DC8 flights if Quiet Na-

celles, Quiet Engine, or Reran retrofit were installed in his subsonic

fleet operating into the airport at which the SST flights are introduced.

TMs "tradeoff" method of noise control would be less attractive

at airports that have sidel|ne noise problems. Fortunately, the gee-

] merry of most United States airports includes sufficient land areas

_., to their that the higher sideline levels of the Currentadjacent runways

_i : SSTs compared to the subsonic type s would not preclude tradeoff. On

the other hm]d, if tradeoff were used, suitable regulatory constraints

r.; simuld be applied to avoid abuse. For example, if such a rule were in
¢2

:,:_ force, eliminating operations of suhsonic airplanes to compensate for

: the introduction of SSTs and subsequently restoring those same opera-:,,

i: finns would be considered as a circumvention of the rule and contrary

to the tradeoff purpose. Similarly, the introduction of noisy subsonic

operations in anticipation of the rule and the subsequent removal of

those operations to effect a tradeoff, would also be considered a circum-

vention of the rule and contrary to the tradeoff purpose. Regulatory

constraints to prevent such abuses would include the following provi-

i sions:
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(1) A requirement that all subsonic airplmm operations introduced

after the introduction of SST operations mast be with airplanes capable

of eompltmnce with the noise level rcqulremca[s of Appendix C of

Part 36.

(2) A requiremant that all subsonic airplane operations proposed

for tradeoff must have been in service at least six months prior to

introduction of SST operations.

The foregoing constraints, intended to prevent cireumvantion of the

noise control features of the tradeoff option, might be considered dis-

ertminatory against the SST operator, for the following reason. If the

SST should create new traffic demand, o1" if the withdrawal of the sub-

! sonic operation should leave an unsatisfied subsonic trifle demand,
i;

_"_ the SST operator could reinstate the subsonic flight only with an airplane .

I that mee_s the noise level requirements of Part 36. A non-SST opera-
!

tot who wished to institute a now operation could do so with m_ airplane
(:
_ that does not meet those requirements, if it is an existing airplane.

_i Of course, any newly-produced subsonic airplane introduced into op-
['!

:_ eration must meet the FAI_ 36 noise level requirements.

!., While it is true that the trade-off option with constraints as proposed

herein would be discriminatory inthe sense described above, such dis-

e_imination might be considered appropriate, as it would be based on

the fact that the SST is a newly-produced airplane with noise levels

substantially above the standards of Part 36, whereas all ne_vly-pro-

: duced subsonic aircraft are required to meet those standards. Since

the SST noise cannot be controlled adequately at the source, such,a
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_"_ rule would attempt to control the noise impact and to permit SST oper-

ations by allowing the alternative actioss listed above.

A regulation for carrcnt SSTs as outlinedin the foregoing, well may

be controversial. On the one hand, it may be considered inadequately

! protective of the environment. On the other hand, it may be considered

arbitrarily llarsh and discriminatory with respect to the SST manufac-

i
tutors ,'rod operators, in that it imposes penalties, in the form of

restrictions, on SST operators, which are incommensul'ate with the
i

degree of harm that may be imposed by the projected SST operations.

It becomes clear, however, that although such a rule may limit the

: additional noise exposure that may be caused by an SST operator, it
l

would provide no control over added noise exposure that may result

from noisy subsonic operations introduced by a non-SST operator to

accommodate increased traffic. As a consequence, such a rule may be

criticized as offering uo control over cumulative noise while still im-

posing restrictive limitations on SST operators.

In response to that criticism, it should be pointed out that such a

rule is designed only to limit the increase in noise exposure, orimpact,

caused by introduction of current SSToperations. Control of additional

noise impact dueto increased traffic represents a completely different

problem, which could be resolved with other suitable aircraft]airport

noise regulatol-y actions. Inthe absence of the other noise regulations,

however, a workable SST noise rule could perform its intended function

of controlling the increase in cumulative environmental noise caused

by introduction of current SST operations.
e
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The pro and con arguments implicit in the foregoing discussion arc

summarized belo_v.

Pro

' While avoiding a ban on current SSTs, this type of rule would

protect the public health and _velfare by pro_dding a mechanism

to limit the increase in noise impact due to current SST oper-

ations.

• It would avoid arbitrary restrictions on the use of airports for

SST operations, allowing market forces to establish which air-

ports would be suitable for such operations.

Con

• This type of rule does not attack the SST noise problem at the

source, instead using an indirect measure (noise impact) as
the criterion for control.

• The rule may be considered discriminatory against SST oper-

ators, imposing restrictions on +.hem which are not imposed

on non-SST operators.

5. Impose Restrictions on All Operators at SST Airports

A variation of this option which may overcome at least some of its

objectionable features would be a rule, applying only to airports wifll

SST operations, that would require all new flight operations at such

airports to comply with the foregoing limitation on tbe noise impact

increase.

Pro

• Adoption of such a rule would avoid a b,'m of the SST, yet would

-© 6-28
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f'_ control the noise impact that otherwise would be caused by in-

troduction of SST operations.

• By requiring new flightsof all operators (not only SST opera-

tors)to control thc noise impact to that of an airplane meeting

Part 36 noise level limits, itwould eliminate the objection that

the rule was discriminatory against the SST operator.

• Since the characteristics that make an airport a suitable candi-

date for SST operations are those likelyto generate consider-

able subsonic airplane tr,'ffficas well, the SST airports would

tend to have the largest noise-,'tffected areas. Ilence, the con-

trol of noise impact increase provided by such a rule would

take place at the airports most in need of such control•

• Because the rule would apply at relatively few airports - those

suitable for SST operations - it probably would not have a soy-

}: ere economic impact on any airline. The noise impact require-

ment in many cases could be met by shifting quiet airplanes

from some other route or airportassignments, rather thall re-

quiring retrofit of a noisy one. It will be recalled tlmt Part 36

now requires that new subsonic airplanes, which may have to

be purchased to meet the increased traffic demand, would

have to meet the noise level requirements of Appendix C of

that Part.

Con

• One objection that may be raised to this type of rule is that it

evades a direct attack on the "*'oal" problem, which is SST '
P
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noise exposure; tberuby it penalizes airlines that operate only

subsonic airplanes, as well as SST operators, l=tegarding the

first p.oint, it bas already been stated that the cumulative noise

exposure is the basis for the best criteria avialable on the ef-

fects of noise. As for the second point, the rule has no effect

on a subsonic operator wbose airplanes meet Part 36 noise

levels. It may be considered discriminatory ogainst ibose op-

erators with noisy low-bypass, narrow-bodied jets; although

the rule is aimed primarily at SST noise, the side effect of

controlling noise due to unrctrofittcd 707 mid DC-8 airplanes

(by no means an imaginary problem) at the airports most in

need of noise control would appear to be beneficial rather than

otherwise. However, stlch operators may contend that the rule

! was capricious, in that it requires such an operator to take the
P

, prescribed action based on a circumstance beyond his control,

namely, the introduction of SSToperations by another operator.

Another possible objection is that this approach ostensibly

does not take into consideration the greater low-frequency

content of SST noise as compared to subsonic airplane noise.

'_ As indicated in the earlier discussion, it is not entirely clear

', that this characteristic of SST noise will necessarily make it

more annoying. In any event, if scientificinformation he-

comes available that make it possible to quantify the effects of

such low-frequency noise in terms of noiseimpact, such ori-

teriamay be appliedinimplementationof'_herule.
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f-'_ 8. Escalating ]R.estrictions on SST Source Noise: Another option

considered would aim at minimizing the noise impact of supersonic

transports without imposing opcratianal restrictions upon their use.

This option would require that the various current SST airplanes man-

ufactured after the initial production meet the following successively

lower noise standards:

(a) First 20 airplanes - Noise limits at currently projected levels,

or best efforts;

(b) Second 20 airplanes - Noise limits 5 dB below first productlon;

(c) Third 20 airplanes - Noise limits 10 dE below first production;

• . and

(d) All subsequent airplanes - 1VIedt the noise level requirements

of Appendix C of Part 36.
O

This approach provides one interesting aspect. If the conservative

views regarding the economic success of the currant SSTs turn out to

:,j be correct and no more than twenty such airplanes are places into

_ service, an automatic limit is placed on the environmental degradation

J:! without any restrictions being placed on the SST.

_: If, on the other hand, the current SSTs were to turn out more suc-

cessful economically, than many now envisage, a series of escalating

restrictions onthe noise output of the SST would help to limit the over-

all environmental impact.

Pro

• This type of rule would avoid an outright ban or other arbitrary

constraints on the SST.
: c
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It would provide the SST manufacturers with the ineentive, and

to some extent the time, to embark on a inteoslve research

and development activity to advance tile state of tile art and de-

velop new and improved techniques and hardware for reducing

the noise emissions of current SST aircraft and propulsion

systems.

As implied above, itwould provide automatic triggering ofnew

stm_dards in an escalating series for the SST, reducing the

allowable noise emissions if more than the limited number of

twenty were to be placed into service.

Con

Even introduction of the first 20 SSTs into operation without

restriction would impose increased noise on the environment,

although admittedly the increase would be limited inextent. If

additional SSTs were placed in operation, there would be addi-

tional increases of environmental noise beyond that which would

occur x_ith new subsonic airplanes, which must conform to

Part 36 noise level requirements. Consequently, unacceptable

increases in euviroD/2%eatal noise could occur.

In the light of present lmowledge of supersonic aircraft noise

control, it appears unlikely that significant reduction of the

noise emissions of current SSTs could be accomplished without

extensive, and expensive, redesign. Consequently, this type

of rule might be considered as effectivelyimposing a limit of

twenty on the number of SSTs produced.
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7. No Re#ulation: There are a number of commentators, not nec-

essarily advocates of the supersonic transport, who suggest that no

regulatory action at all should be taken with respect to the noise of

current supersonic airplanes, notwithstanding the noise impact that

may restdt from their operations.

Pro

• Airline operations of current supersooic transports may not be

viable, in terms of economics or fuel consumption. Conse-

quently, it is hypothesized, the number operating into U.S.

airports may be so small as to be no significant hazard to the

environment.

• The viability of the current supersonic transport program is

believed by some to be so fragile that the imposition of any

noise controls might result in its demise. Therefore, restric-

tions for noise control should not be imposed in order to allow

the program to survive, regardless of the possible noise im-

pact.

_ Con

• This approach is based on tile conjecture that the SST program

i: will be of such limited success that no more than twenty cur-

rent SSTs ever will be in service. Although this may be the

prevailing opinion, such a conjectural outcome is by no means

assured. It would appear to be only prudent to recognize the

possibility that many more than twenty current SSTs will

i operate, and to provide suitable regulations to protect t_e
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P-', environrneatill the event of such a contingency.

• Inallyevent,even twentyor fewer currentSSTs landingat and

taking off from a small number of airports_ or the same air-

port, eml represent a significant noise impact in tile environs

of those airports. Therefore, suitable regulations are required

to protect the public against the encroachment of such noise.

8. Airport Noise ReEulation: The last option considered is to delay

tile adoption of a current SST regulation until an airport noise regula-

tion has been adopted. Such a regulation would provide the ground

rules and procedures for cooperative decisions and actions by local

commt{nities, employing land ase controls, and airport management,

with the collaborative support of the FAA with its powers of opera-

tional control, to establish mntually acccptable levels of noise impact

_,_,. and to control numbers, types and operations of the aircraft at eacb

i airport in order to achieve tim designated acceptable levels of noise.

If such an airport regulation were adopted, restrictions similar to

those listed in Option 3 could then be established, appropriate to each

: airport, applying to all aircraft operators, thus obviating any further

need for file regulatory controls on noise impact, applying specifically

to current SST operators, that would be incorporated in a regulation

of that type. Pending the development and promulgation of such a

regulation, it appears that some standard is needed for the protection

of the public health and welfare from the noise of supersonic aircraft,

and that some regulation embodying the concepts discussed herein,

imperfect though it may be, should be adopted.
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G. Noise impact Assessmenl

Up to this point,SST noise was evmluaicd by assuming a model air-

port and fleet mix and calculating the noise exposure (Ldn) resulting

from the ihiroduction of several rates of SST opez.ations. Estima-

tions were made for the noise exposure aruas, population exposed, and

costs of'protecting t e people _y compatible land use control

Another way of evaluating the noise effectson conmluoities due to

the introduction of SST operations at an airport is by making a Noise

" Impact Assessment (NIA) according to the methodology presented in

Appendix C ::'

The underlying concept for Noise impact Assessment is to express

the change in human response e}.10ectedfrozn the people exposed to the

_'_., environmental noise being considered. Three steps are involved:

definitionof "before'rnoise environment,

definitionof 'rafter"noise environment, and

definitionof the relationshipbetween the noise environments, and

the degree of its"impact" on the population in terms of expected

human response relative to speclfied criteria levels.

Noise criteria levels fro'various laud uses or occupied spaces are

given in Table 4. It is assumed that these levels, if not exceeded,

would provide entirely acceptable acoustical environments (i,e, they

represent zero noise impact). These levels are specified for outdoors

although the use of most of these spaces is usually indoors. The noise

,:'Thismethodology was developed byWorking Group No. 89. Committee
on Hearing, Bioaeoustics, and ]3iomeehanics (CHABA), National Aead-

_ emy of Sciences, National Research Council.
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reduction for typicalhnildlngconstructionhue boon used toarrivea_

outdoor noise levels which would provide acceptableindoor environ-

ments.

The Noise Impact Assessment procedure has been applied to the

data listed earlier in this Section which qnanlificd by Ldn methodology

the noise effects of introducing SST operations, The tabulation given in

; Table 5 shows the values of Equivalent Noise Impact (ENIB and ENIA)

before and after introduction of SST operations at the rates of 1, 4,

"- and 8 takeoff and landing operations per day under the three different

assumed subsouio fleet configurations. Also shown are the results

"-for Change in Equivalent Noise Impact ( END. Relative Change in

Impact (I_CI), and Ratio of Impact (RI).

It should be pointedout that the ENI values computed here are those

due to Day-Night Levels (Ldn) of 65 dI3 and greater; the data on which

these computations werebased included noise e:q_osure values no lower

than Ldn 65.

From a rcviewof the tabulated results, a number ofconclusi0ns can

be drawn, generally similar to those adduced earlier from the Ldn

analysis.

(1) The powerful effect of retrofit of the subsonic airplanes on the

aircraft environmental noise impact is readily apparent from these

data. The ENI caused by the subsonic fleet is reduced lo about 14%

of the original value by Quiet Nacelles (3D and 8D) and to about 10%

by combined Quiet Nacelles and Refan,

(2) Introduction of one to eight SST operations per day into the

@ 6-36
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baseline fleet produces a significant increase in the llelative Change

inImpact; from 4.4 to 29, 6 percent, respectively. However, the in-

crease is much more striking for tile retrofitted fleets. For tile Quiet

Nacelle fleet (QN-3D and 8D), one to eight SST operations per day

: increases tile RCI from 21.5 to 185.3 percent. And for the fleet

consisting of Quiet Nacelles and Refan, the RCI for one to eight SST

: operations per day increases from 31.8 to 255.0 percent. The above

figures illustrate the strong influence on noise impact that SST opera-

tions can have. particularly for communities that might be benefitting

from reduced noise exposure due to operations of noise controlled air-

,craft.

D

I

D

t.
.i

i'
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Whereas the Concorde and TU-144 aircraft designs, and therefore

their noise characteristics, were set in the early 00's, future gener-

ations of civil supersonic aircraft are not restricted by the technology

of the 1950's and 60's. The aircraft and eagin_ manufacturers are

keenly cognizant of the public outcry against aircraft noise, l_ture

designs will have to conform to reduced noise requirements if they

are to be commercially acceptable at existing and future airports.

Noise standards need to be identified now so that the industry is aware

of what is expected of these advanced aircraft in future years.

As pointed out in Reference 5, there is an approximate 8-10 year

delay between the identification of technology availability and the

_ operational application of that technology. Therefore, new aircraft

utilizing current technology would not see operational service before

1982-85.

Consequently, the first generation SSTs (Concorde and TU-144)

will inject new noise sources into the air transpert systems that arc

approximately equivalent hi noisiness to the narrow-bodied 4-engine

subsonic transports under the llight path and noisier at the sidelines

on takeoff. The Concorde noise is characterized by a greater content

of low-frequency noise energy than its subsonic counterparts. This

characteristic may make the Concorde noise somewhat more objec-

tionable, as the predominant low frequency noise propagates with

lower attenuation due to atmospheric absorption, thereby maintaining

a higher sound pressure level over longer distances (and larger pop-
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ulation areas) than does the higher-frequency noise of the subsonic

jets. IAlrthermore, this low frequency sound excites more structural

vibration of buildings (which in turn may cause objectionable rattling

noises in building interiors) tbaa does tile high frequency sound. On

the other band, it is generally recognized that tile lower frequelmy

sounds do not contribute as much to annoyance as do higher frequency

sounds, whioh may at least partially balance out the negative aspects

of long-distance propagation and vibration excitation.

" With the introduction of the Concorde and TU-144 into inter-

national airline service in the 1975 time period, a stimulus may be

provided for growth versions of these aircraft as well as incentives

for new aircraft developments. In order to prevent the possible future

escalation of noise from this type of aircraft, it is appropriate at

: this time to promulgate a noise regulation which will provide design

, goals for future civil supersonic aircraft. It is emphasized that all

operations over the United StatEs land areas arc constrained to be at

subsonic speeds in accordance with FAR Part 91.55 (Reference 12).

Hence sonic boom isnot an issue.

Sideline noise has been identified as the most demanding design

i requirement for supersonic aircraft. However, the preamble of FAR

36, for subsonic aircraft, aelmowledged the need for consideration of
i

aircraft type in the establishment of the sideline measuring point (0.35

!" nautical mile for 4-engine aircraft). Despite this fact, sideline noise

has not been a significant community problem at most airports since the

_% majority of the objectionable noise has been confined within the
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airport property, As was indicated in Section 4, increases in the

engine thrust-to-weight ratio for a given type of aircraft reduc:e the

noise impact under the takeoff llight path. Iiowever, for a given size

of vehicle the sideline noise is thus increased due to the additional

thrust required. 'this characteristic provides an opportunity for

trade-off considerations which n_/ght effect some rcductlon in

community noise impact. Figure 8 indicates this relationship for the

Concorde aircraft at various gross weights and thrust settings. The

data indicates that a 5% increase in installed engine thrust would

decrease takeoff noise 1 dB while increasing sideline noise by not

gz-eater than 1.5 dB.

From all of the data available, including that of tile cancelled U. S

supersonic transport program, it appears that futtu'e designs of civil

supersonic aircraft can at least meet the noise provisions of FAIl 36

as presently defined for subsonic aircraft,

Advanced propulsion developments may provide still further

reductions in the generated noise but these concepts have yet to be

demonstrated, Furthermore, the contribution of aerodynamic noise

and core engine noise to the total aircraft noise signature needs to

: be understood and evaluated in order to determine the maximum

noise reduction potential available with optiraLzed engine and airframe

design.

'" Future SST aircraft will be subject to other design constraints in

addition to noise control before they can be considered as viable

: systems. Energy concerns will be ceflected by their fuel
@
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consumption characteristics, and engine emission standards will

provide additional ecological con,,;traints. Noise, emissions and fuel

consumption characteristics are directly interrelated and therefore

need to be considered concomitantly.

[u order to allow an opportunity for the fh'st generation supersonic

transports to demonstrate their viability, it appears roasonab]e to

allow at least some of these airplanes to exceed the l:Afl 36 subsonic

airplane noise limits provided that the incr'ease in community noise

pact would be insignificant or adequately controlled. Prcscnt technolo&5'

does not practicably allow reducing the source noise emissions from

current SSTs. Other actions must be considered, primarily operational

constraints. Among the possible actions that might be taken are tl}e

following:

{I) Use preferred airports and runways which help avoid noise-

I sensitive areas.

(2) Use noise abatement takeoff and approach procedures to the

inaxirnum extent commensurate with safe operating procedures.

(3) Revise schedules to eliminate one or more night flights of sub-

sonic airplanes. This could be advantageous if feasible, because of

the 10 dB weighting of nigbttime noise events in tbe Ldn contour,

(4) Apply retrofit technology specifically to (or replace with new

airplanes) one or more of the noisy subsonic aircraft operating at the

airport to be impacted by SST flights, to achieve a balancing reduc-

tion in Ldn.

(._ (5) Trade off flights of other noisy subsonic aircraft in order to

7-4
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limit the effect on noise impact, lror example, one flight of a DC-8

or 707 is almost equivalentil_ Ldn effect to one fligi]t of a current SST,

if there is little or no noise-sensitive area at the sidelines, aad thus

an airline could substitue an SST flight for a DC-8 or 707.

!

©i
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS

Amosg the wide range of regulatory options previously considered

for controlling the noise of supersonic cirri1 airplanes, the following

five are recommended for furthcr consideration.

A. Future SST Aircraft

A rule should be considered for promulgation which requires super-

sonic transport airplanes to comply with the same noise standards

applied to subsonic transport aircraft at the date of type design appli-

cation, The rule should be applicable to all type design apptiuattonS

made after 6 August 1970 (except for those airplane types that have

been flown before 31 December 1974). This date represents the publi-

i cation of ANPRM 70-33 (Reference 14) serving notice that the FAA is

considering rule making to establish noise sla_dards for tile type cer-

tification of civil supersonic aircraft. This date is early anough to

preclude commitmeat of significant economic resources to develop-

ment programs for new airplanes which might otherwise be initiated

without adequate consideration for environmental noise effects.

B
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,_ B. Current SST Aircraft

A rule should be considered for promulgation which requires that

operators of current types of SST aircraft (Concorde and TU-144) must

include a Noise Impact Assessment (NIA) with their application to Imld

and fake offin the United States. The NLA should show thai fl_eincrease

in noise impact caused by the operations of current SSTs will be no

greater than that which would be caused by the same number of opera-

tions of an airplane that meets the noise level requirements of FAR 36.

Also, the EIS should include the following information:

• The particular airports and runways to be utilized.

• The noise abatement takeoff and approach procedures and other

? restrictions that will be employed to minimize noise impact.

)._ . The number of operations (and times) per day at each airport.i

_) • The number of operations and types of subsonic airplanes

_e be replaced by SST operations.

_,_ The rule should, in addition to the factors of safety, economic

i_ reasonableness, and technological practicability, be considerate of.the

following:

. The design requirements of supersonic aircraft are unique.

• The Coneorde and TU-144 aircraft exist and substantial
i

resources were expended by the manufacturers in noise

I control research and development.

• The types and locations of airports from which airlines

will choose to operate SST aircraft are limited because

of economic considerations (payload, range, etc.).

i_ 8-2
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In other wordsj most air-carrier airports are not candidates for SST

operations. Also some airports because of size or proximity to

non-residential ureas (e.g.0 water) may be able to permit Concords

and TU-144 operations with negligible or no effect on the population.

Itshould be noted that, as the subsonic fleetbecomes less noisy

due to replacement of the narrow body four-engine airplan._ with

quieter wide-body airplanes and/or implementation of retrofit rules

for noise control, the noise impact of the SST may have to be re-

, evaluated.

r

P

r
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C. Future SST Aircraft and Later Production Versions of

Current SST Aircraft

A rule should be considered for promulgation which would pertain

to supersonic civil airplanes in two categories: future SSTs and later

production versions of current SSTs.

For future supersonic airplanes, that is, airplanes for which tile

date.of application for a type certificateis after August 6, 1970, (the

date of publication of ANPI%M 70-33), except for those airplane types

that have been flown before December 31, 1974, the regulation should

• require that the airplane conform to the FAIl 36 standards in effecton

the date of application.

For later production versions of current SST airplanes which are

now in process of fabrication and production, the regulation should re-

, quire that the supersonic airplanes comply with the FAR 36 standards

in effect as of December i, 1969, i.e., present FAR 36 levels. The

cut-off date in the regulation should be defined in terms of airplanes

that will have had no flighttime before December 31, 1984. This date

was selected because it reflects the existing planned program of the

Concorde developers to have builtand delivered 30 Concordes by 1985.

: 8-4



D, Future SST Aircraft and Later Production Versions of Current

SST Aircraft (Alternate Regulatory Approach)

A rule shenld be considered for promulgation, similar to tileone

outlinedabove, which would pertain to supersonic civil airplanes in the

two categories of future SSTs and later production versions of current

SSTs.

As recommended above, future supersonic airplanes would be re-

quired to conform to the FAR 36 standards in effect on the date of

applicationfor type certificate.

Also, as reeornrnended above, later production versions Of current

SST airplanes would be required to conform to the FAR 36 standards

i in effectas of December I, 1969. However, "later produetion versions

of current SST aircraft" would be defined in such a manner as to in-

elude allaircraft upon which substantive productive effortwill not have

commenced by the date on which the regulation is proposed. To pro-

vide a definiteframe of reference, "substantive productive effort com-

menced" can be defined %o signify that parts have been fabricated or

delivered or are on order in aggregate equivalent in total value to a

specified percentage (e.g., 5 percent or more) of the selling price of

the alrplane.

The intentof the regulation would be %o ensure that no more super-

sonic alrplanes than those now actually committed for production

(rather than those expected to be manufactured by 1985) would be al-

lowed to operate at United States airports %vJtl]source noise emissions

exceeding those permitted by FAR 36 standards.
0
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E. Current SST Aircraft (Alternate Regulatory Approach),

A rule should be considered for promulgation which allows current

types of SST aircraft to engage in Im_ding and takeoff operations only

at airports designated by the FAA Administrator as being suitable for

SST operations. The rule would require that, in order for an SST to

operate at the airport, the operator of the airport, at his option, must

agree to its designation as an SST airport, and the airplane must con-

form to specified restrictians regarding runway use, noise abatement

prodeedures, hours of operation, etc., mutually determined by the

FAA and the airport operator. The criteria fordest&mation of an air-

port as being suitable for SST operations would be based on the factors

outlined below, plus others that may evolve as a result of public re-

view and comment. The major factors to be considered would include,

besides the basic ones of safety, economic reasonableness and prac-

ticabillty:

• Appropriate route patterns and traffic,and potential demand for

SST service.

• Effectsnf SST landing and takeoff operations onthe noise impact

in the neighboring eommunities_ taMng into account the noise

characteristics of the SST and the expected frequency of SST

operations.

The recommendation for such a regulation could be combined with

a proposed regulation for future SSTs, as outlined in Sections 8A and

8C herein.
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AIRPLANE FAR 36 CONFIGURATION NOISE LEVELS

NOISE @ FAR 36 MEAS. PTS._ EPNdB

ENGINE TYPE WEIGHT NEAS, LEVEL BASELINE
KLBS POINT REQ'T OR QN - 3D QN - 3D

EPNdB STANDARD QN - 8D R/F - 8D

BOEING S/L 106.3 102.1 99.2 99.2
707 333.6 T/O 103.8 113.0 102.2 102.2

APP 106.3 116.8 102.2 102.2
JT3D .....

DOUGLAS S/L 106.2 103.0 99.0 99.0

BC-8 325.0 T/O 103.6 114.0 103.5 103.5
APP 106.2 117,0 105,0 105.0

S/L 104.4 99.9 99,9 91.7
1

BOEING 172.5 T/O 99.0 i00.0 97.5 93.1 .i
727 APP 104.4 108.1 100.0 101.0

JZSD BOEING E/L lO2.9 lO1.1 lO1.1 85.7
737 103.5 T/O 95.3 91,7 91.7 82.8

APP 102.9 108.9 101.6 100.8

-{"* 81L I03.0 iO1.i lot.5 92.0_" DOUGU_S
DC - 9 108.0 T/O 95.6 97.0 94.5 85.0

APP 103.0 i08.0 99.0 98.0

OLYMPUS CONCORDE S/L 106.7 114.2

593/602 02 385.0 T/O 104.8 115.4 N.A. N.A.
APP 106.7 114.5

OLYMPUS EONCORDE S/L 106.8 113.1
593 PRODUCTION 400.0 T/O 105.1 117.8 N.A. N.A.

APP 106.8 114.9

8/L 106.8 114,0

NK 144 TU - 144 396.0 T/O 105.0 ll0.O N.A. N.A.
APP 106.8 ii0.0

TABLE 1. NOISE LEVELS FOR SUBSONIC AND sUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS,

F-
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SUBSONIC SST TOTAL EFFECTOF SST
SUBSONIC FAIl 36 FLEET 0I'5. NEF Ldn IiEF Ldn /1 NBF & A AN_A

FLEET NBAS. SLY Ldn PER A Ldn
CONFIGURATION POINT 0S dB DAY dB dS dS dS dB O/0

BASELINE S/L 35,5 70.5 27.3 62,1 36,1 71,L +0,6 +L0
OR T/O 43,2 78,2 29.1 64,1 43,4 78,4 +0,2 + 2
STANDARD AFP _7.2 82.2 27,L 62.1 47,2 82.2 O . 0

qN - 3D S/L 24,6 69.6 27,1 62,1 35.3 70,3 +0,7 +11
QN - BD T/O 33,7 66,7 L 29,1 64.1 35.0 70,0 +1.3 +23APP 35,5 70,5 27.1 62,1 3fi.1 71.1 +0,6 +10

S/L 29.7 fit+,9 27.1 52,1 31.6 66,6 +i,9 +34
QN - 3D T/O 32.5 67.5 29,1 6thl 34,E 69.1 +1,6 +28

R/F- 8D APP 35,9 70,9 27,1 62,1 36,4 71,4 +0,5 + 8

BASELINE S/L 35,5 70.5 33.1 68,1 37,5 72,5 +2.0 +36

OR T/O 43,2 78,2 35,1 70,I 43,8 7B,S +0,6 +L0

._ STANDARD APP 47.2 82,2 33,1 68,1 47.4 62,4 +0.2 + 3

S/L 34,6 69,6 33.1 60,i 36,9 71.9 +2,3 +43

QN - 30 T/O 33.7 68,7 4 35,1 70.1 37,5 72.5 +3.8 +79
QN - 80 APP 55.5 70.5 33.1 68.1 37,5 72,5 +2,0 +36

S/L 29.7 64.7 33.1 68.1 34.7 69.7 +5.0 +116
QN - 39 T/O 32.5 67.3 35,1 70.1 37,0 72.0 +4,3 +100
R/F- 80 APP 35.9 70.9 33.1 66,1 37,7 72.7 +1.8 +32

BASELINE S/L 35.5 70.5 36,1 71,i 38,8 73.0 +3.3 +66

OR T/O 43.2 78.2 38.1 73.1 44,4 79.4 +1.2 +20

STANDARD APP 47,2 82,2 36.1 7l,l 47,5 82,5 +0,3 + 5

QN - 3D S/L 34.6 69.6 36.1 71.1 38.4 73.4 +3.8 +79
QN - 80 T/O 33.7 68.7 8 38,1 73.1 39,5 7&,5 +5.8 +144

APP 35.5 70.5 36.1 71.1 38,S 73,8 +3.3 +66

QN - 3D 6/L 29,7 64,7 26.1 71,1 37,0 72,0 +7.3 +207
R/F- 80 T/O 32.5 67.5 38,1 73,1 39,2 74,2 +6,7 +180APP 35,9 70,9 36.1 71,i 3%0 74,0 +3.1 +61

TABLE 2, EFFECT OF SST OPERATIONS ON NOISE EXPOSURE.

(a) HYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT - SINGLE RUNWAY.
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SUBSONIC FAR 36 SUBSONIC SST TOTAL EFFECT OF SST

_LEET MEAB. FLEZT OPS NEF Ldn NEF Ldn ANEF & A AREA
CONFIGURATION POINT NEF Ldn PER aLdn

dB dB DAY dB dB dB dB dB 0/O

S/L 39.3 74.3 27.1 62.1 39.6 74.6 +0.3 4- 5
T/0 49.2 84.2 1 29.1 64.1 49.2 84.2 0 0

BASELINE APP 51.3 86.3 27.1 62.1 51.3 86,3 0 0

8/L 39.3 74.3 33.1 68.1 40.2 75.2 +0.9 +15
OR T/O 49.2 84.2 4 38.1 70.1 49.4 84.4 +0.2 + 3

APP 51.3 86.3 33.1 68.1 51.4 86.4 +0.i + 2

STANDARD S/L 3g.3 74.3 36.1 71.1 41.0 76.0 +1.7 +30
T/O 49.2 84.2 8 38.1 73.1 49.5 84.5 +0.3 + 5
APP 51.3 86.3 36.1 71.1 51.4 86.4 +0.i + 2

TABLE 2, EFFECT OF SST OPERATIONS ON NOISE EXPOSURE
(b) JFK AIRPORT - RUNWAY 13R/31L
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NOISE EXPOSURE AR'EA_SQUARE MILES

SUBSONIC GROSS NET
FLEET

CONFIGURATION NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40
Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75

BASELINE
OR 10.69 4.95 2.30 9.19 4.32 1.38
STANDARD

QN - 3D 2.49 1,15 0.54 2.09 1.01 0.32
QN - 8D

QN - 3D 2.07 0,96 0,45 1.74 0.84 0.27
: R/F - 8D

TABLE 3, TAKEOFF OPERATIONS OF SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
AT HYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT.

(a) NOISE EXPOSURE AREAS DUE TO SUBSONIC FLEET.



NOISE EXPOSURE AREA, SQUARE MILES
SUBSONIC
FLEET 1 SST FLIGHT PER DAY 4 SST FLIGHTS PER DAY 8 SST FLIGHTS PER DAY

CONFIGURATION NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40

Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75

BASELINE

OR 0.32 0.13 0,04 1.04 0.42 0.13 2.14 0.86 0,28
STANDARD

QN-3D
QN-8D 0.48 0.23 0,07 1.67 0.81 0.26 3.01 1.45 0,46

QN-3D
R/F-SD ' 0.49 0.24 0,08 1.74 0.84 0.27 3.13 1.51 0.49

TABLE 3. TAKEOFF OPERATIONS OF SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
AT HYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT.

(b) INCREASE IN NOISE EXPOSURE AREAS DUE TO SST.
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POPULATION

SUBSONIC DENSITY, IMPACT, PEOPLE
FLEET PEOPLE PER SQUARE MILE

CONFIGURATION
NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40
Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75

BASELINE

OR 5,000 2,500 2,000 34,460 10,110 2,760
STANDARD

QN - 3D 4,535 2,020 640
QN - 8D

SEE NOTE

QN - 3D 3,660 1,680 540
R/F - 8D

:' NOTE_ POPULATION DENSITY WITHIN GIVEN CONTOUR AREA IS BASED ON BASELINE VALUES.
c FOR _MPLE, FOR THE QN AND R/F FLEET, THE NET AREA WITHIN Ldn 70 SHRINKS FROM 4.32

TO 0.84 SQUARE MILES WMICH IS TOTALLY WITHIN THE BASELINE Ldn 75 AREA. CONSEQUENTLY,
THE POPULATION DENSITY IS CONSIDERED TO BE 2,000 PEOPLE PER SQUARE >_LE WHICH IS THE
VALUE ASSOCIATED WITH THE BASELINE Ldn 75 AREA.

TABLE 3. TAKEOFF OPERATIONS OF SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS

AT _{YPOTHETICAL AIRPORT.

(c) POPULATION IMPACTED BY NOISE DUE TO SUBSONIC FLEET.



INCREASE IN POPULATION, PEOPLE
SUBSONIC
FLEET 1 SST FLIGHT PER DAY 4 SST PLIGHTS PER DAY 8 SST FLIGHTS PER DAY

CONFIGURATION NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF t_0 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40

Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 idn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75

BASELINE

OR 1,600 325 80 5,200 1,050 260 10,700 2,150 560
STANDARD

QN - 3D 960 460 140 4,175 1,620 520 8,900 2,900 920
QN - 8D

QN - 3D
R/F - 8D 980 480 160 3,480 1,680 540 8,450 3,020 980

TABLE 3, TAKEOFF OPERATIONS OF SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
AT RYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT.

(d) INCREASE IN POPULATION IS_ACTED BY NOISE DUE TO SST.
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INCREASE IN COST, DOLLARS
SUBSONIC
FLEET 1 SST FLIGHT PER DAY 4 SST FLIGHTS PER DAY 8 SST FLIGHTS PER DAY

CONFIGURATION NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40 NEF 30 NEF 35 NEF 40
Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75 Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75

BASELINE

OR 96 33 16 937 315 156 3,852 1,290 672

STANDARD

QN - 3D 374 299 182 4,761 3,078 1,976 15,486 8,410 5,336
QN - 8D

QN - 3D 470 384 256 4,698 3,780 2,430 16,984 10DII7 6,566

R/F - 8D

UNIT COST,

$ PER PERSON PER dB

NEF 30 I NEF 35 NEF _0

Ldn 65 Ldn 70 Ldn 75

300 500 1,000

TABLE 3, TAKEOFF OPERATIONS OF SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
AT HYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT.

(e) INCREASE IN COST FOR NOISE CO}_ATIBLE LAND USE CONTROL
DUE TO SST.



Outdoor/Indoor Noise Level
Observer Noise Reduction Criteria

Category Land Use
Level Windows Ldn Leq
dB** dB dB

i Residential 15 Open 55 --

2 Hospital 15 Open 55 --

3 Hotel and _otel 15 Open 60 --

4 School Buildings and 0u£door
15 Open -- 60

Teaching Areas

5 Church 25 Closed -- 60

6 Office Buildings 25 Closed -- 70

7 Theater 35 Closed -- 70

8 Playgrounds and Active Sports NA NA -- 70

9 Parks NA HA -- 60

i0 Special Purpose Outdoor Areas NA NA -- *

Intruding noise shall not exceed existing leq minus 5 dB.
*eWhere knowledge of structure indicates a difference in noise reduction from these values,

the criterion level may be altered accordingly.

TABLE _° CRITERIA FOR NOISE I}_ACT ANALYSIS OF SENSITIVE 1AND AREAS



f_ ENIB ENIA
Subsonic No. of
Fleet 8ST OPS (Withou_ (_.:ith AENI RCI RI

•SST) SST) People % %
Confi 8. Per Day People People

BasellnQ
1 25,1.00 26,211 +i,iii + 4.4 104.4or Std.

QN - 3D i 3,580 4,348 + 768 + 21.5 121.5

[ QN - 8D

QN- 3D
1 2,511 3,304 + 793 + 31.6 131.6

: R/F- 8D

'. Baseline
4 25,100 28,710 +3,610 + 14.4 114.4

! or Std.

QN - 3D

i:_ QN - 8D 4 3,580 6,790 +3,210 + 89.7 189.7

QN- 3D
4 2,511 5,309 +2,798 +111.4 211.4

R/F- 8D

! Baseline
_: o_ Std. 8 25,100 32,535 .1.7_433 + 29.6 129.6

I QN - 3D 8 3,580 10,213 +6,633 +185.3 285.3QN - 8D
L
_' QN- 3D
!, 8 2D511 8,915 +6,404 +255.0 355.0

R/F- 8D

TABLE 5. INCREASE IN NOISE I}_ACT AT A HYPOTHETICAL AIRPORT

DUE TO THE ADDITION OF SST OPERATIONS

11-1o



APPENDIX A

DAY-NIGHT LEVEL (Ldn) ,and NOISE EXPOSUItE FORECAST (NEF)

METIIODOLOGIES

1. General Formulae

The expressions fornoiseexq0osurcforecast(NEF) forthe general

case of all types of aircraft and multiple usage of runways are us

follows:

NEF(ij) = EPNL(ij) + 10 log [Nd(ij) + 16.67Nn(ij)] - 88

NEF = l0 log ZE ant [NEF(ij)/10]
ij

NEF = Noise Exposure Forecast, dB (NEFdB).

, NPNL = EffectivePerceived Noise Level, dB (EPNdB).

Nd = Number of day movements (0700-2200 Hrs. ),

Nn = Number of night movements (2200-0700 H-rs. 1,

i = Aircraft type or class, Ant = Antilogarithm

j = Flight Path Segment.

Day-Night Level (Ldn) is a measure of the cumulative noise ex-

posure for a twenty-four hour period. It is a derivative of the .l_luiv-

alent Noise Level (Leq); being the same measure as Leq except that

the noise levels which occur during the nighttime hours (2200 to 0700)

are increased 10 decibels ever the actual noise levels. Leq, and

therefore Ldn, is based upon an integrated measure (or computation)

of the energy equivalent of the A-weighted sound pressure level. For

a single, discrete noise event (e) such as the noise created by an air-

A-1
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craftflyover,the Leq(e)istheA-weighted counterpartofthe Effective

Perceived Noise Level EPNL(c) for thatevent.

Allowing 14 dB for the numerical differencebetween EPNL(e) and

Leq(e), and realizingthatin the measure of Ldn the nighttimenoise

levelsare increased 10 dB, but in the measure ofNEF the nighttime

noise exposure level isincreasedby 10dB, the approximate numerical

', equivalencefor the same seri_sof eventsis:

Ldn--NEF+ 35

9..One-WayRunwa}"
\,

For a one-way runway, there willbe onlyone flightpathsegment,

therefore,j can be dropped from the equations. Thus,
i

',< NEF(i) = EPNL(i) + I0iog[Nd(i)+ 16.67Nn(i)]-88

I

ii NEF = I0 log Z ant [NEF(i)/10]i

S. Sln_le T_ipe Aircraft

_ For a single type ofaircraft,i can be dropped from the equations.

Thus,

NEF: EPNL+I01og[Nd+I6.67Nn] - 88

which can be rearranged as

EPNL - NEF : 88 - i0log[l+ 16.67(Nn/Nd)]- I0log(Nd)

and plotted as shown in Figure 7.

A-2
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4, Use of Curve

Figure 7 gives the relationship between EPNL, NEF, and number

of movements for a single airplane operating toor from a single run-

way. However, Figure 7 can be used in a mol'e _eneral manner. If

The EPI_L's and number of movements (Nd and Nn) are known for a

variety of aircraft types referred to a specific location, then the cure-

- latlve NEF, at that location, is simply the sum ofthe individual NEF's

takenfrom Figure 8. That is,

NEF = I0 log Z ant [NEF(i)/10]
i

J

This procedure would hold regardless of the number of runways in-i

i volved.

i

:t
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTATION OF NOISE EXPOSURE EFFECTS OF SST

OPERATIONS

I. REFERENCE FLEET - NOISE EXPOSURE FORECASTS

The reference fleet of airplanes described in Seetion 5 is defined

based on the information presented in Reference 20. Table 7, adapted

from Table 6 of that report, shows the composition of the reference

fleet,the Effective Perceived Noise Levels (EPNL) at the FAR 36

measuring points, and the NEF values for the fleetat those measuring

points for the various assumed conditions:

(a) Baseline - based on current certificatedvalues of

Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL);
(b) "FA]% 36" - based on premise that all airplanes meet

the EPNL requirements of FAR Part 36;

•: (c) "QN-3D+SD" - based on premise that the airplanes

powered by JT3D + JTSD engines are

retrofittedwith "quiet nacelles";

(d) "QN-3D, R/F-SD" - based on prem/se that the JT3D-

powered airplanes are retrofitted with

quiet nacelles and the JT3D-powered

airplanes with refanned englnes.

!

B-1
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2. COA_PUTATION OF INCREMENTAL AREAS WITIJIN NEF 30 AND

NEF 40 CONTOURS.

In sections 5 and 8 of this report, the effectsof community noise

exposure of the introduction of SST operations are quantified in two

dtffQrent, but related, measures. Tile primary measure is computed

as a change in Day-Night Level (Ldn) or Noise Exposure Forecast

(NEF) in decibels. (The NEF/Ldn methodology is outlined in Appendix

A.) The derived measure is increase illarea enclosed within the con-

tours of Ldn 65 (NEF 30) and Ldn 75 (NEF 40). The basis for this

computation is summarized herein.

The basic equation used is the following:

ALdn = A(NEF) = 15 log A/Ao, (I)

where Ao is the reference area enelosedd within the originalLdn

"i (NEF) contour,

•and A is the area enclosed within the contour modified by intro-

duction of the additionalairplane operations. The line representing

this equation is plottedin Figure 10, which may be used to estimate

the change in exposed area due to a change in NEF value measured

at a specified point. It will be noted that this relationship applies

to eitherpositive or negative changes inLdn orNEF. For example,

an Ldn increase of 4.5 dB will result in an increase in the area

within theLdn 65 (or 75) contour by a factor of 2 (that is, A]Ao = 2);

correspondingly, a decrease in Ldn of 4.5 dB will result in a

decreaseby afactor of 2 in the enclosed area (that is, A/Ao = 0.5).

B-2



Equation (I) is not an exact equation, based on theoretical con-

siderations. It is a reasonably good approximation, based largely

on results of computation of NEF and EPNL contours, sho%vn in

i various sources. For example, Reference 22 describes a model for

predicting noise exposures around airports. Based on considerable

computational data, this model may be sununarized by the following

i equations:

NEF 30 area = .86 x 10 [10 logN + 24 - 30] (2)

NEF 30 area = .98 x i0 [I0 logN - 10] (3)

\

"" where N is tilenumber of daily operations

! and area is in square miles

Equation (2)may be re-written as

•i Iog(NEF 30 area) = .0055 + [10logN - 0] (4)

[ . or 15 Iog(NEF 30 area) = C + 10logN (5)

Since NEF is directly related to I0 iogN (as seen in Appendix A)

this is equivalent to

15 log Ao = C + (NEF)o (6)

and for a change in NEF, A NEF = (NEF) - (NEF)o

one obtainsl5 logA1/Ao = NEF, which is identicalto Equation (I).

an analysis was run on a series of calculations of EPNL contours and

enclosed areas reported in Reference 26.

B-3
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In the referenced report, the contours of EPNL100, 95, 90 and 85 dB

were computed and the areas enclosed within the contours measured.

The EPNL contours for three different airplanes (707, 727, and DC-9)

were computed using experimentaly derived curves of EPNL versus

slant range (References 27 - 29).

Based on the data form these reports, the ratios A/Ao were com-

puted for EPNL = 5 dB, l0 dB, and 15 dB. The results are listed

in Table 8. The mean values of A/Ao obtahmd for those three values

, ,, of AEPNL, both from the FAA data (References 26 - 29) and from

Equation (1), were as shown below:

A/Ao A/Ao
EPNI_ [computed from [based on Equ. (i)]

:,: _ FAA data]

5 dB 2.33 + 0.4 2.14

l0 dB 5.28 + i. 25 4.64
4;

!! 15 dB 10.8 + 2.89 10.0

These results indicate that Equation (i) provides an adequate ap-

proximation (within about 10g0) to the predicted areas enclosed within

_he EPNL contours ranging from 05 to 100 dB.

B-4
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APPENDLX C

NOISE IMPACT METHODOLOGY

1. Discussion

The Noise Control Act of 1972 defines environmental noise as "the

intensity, duration, and the characterof sonndsfrorn allsources ''. The

EPA has chosen the equivalent A-weighted sound pressure level (Leq)

as its basic measure for environmental noise (References 1, 4, 8, and

9). There aretwo time intervals of interest in the use of Leq for noise

impact assessment. The smallest interval of interest is one hour

usually considered the "design hotw" of a day. The primary interval

of interest for residential land uses is a twenty four hour period, with

a weighting applied to nighttime noise levels to account for the in-

_ creased sensitivity with the decrease in background noise at night.
1

! This twenty-four-hour weighted equivalent level is denoted the Day-
i

:' Night Level (Ldn).

The underlying concept for noise impact assessment is to express

the change in human response expected from the people exposed to the
,i

" environmental noise exposure being considered. Three steps arc in-

'_ volved: (a)definitionof initialacoustical environment; (b)definitionof

final acoustical euvlronmentl (e) definitionof the relationship between

the speclflednolse environment and the degree of its "impact 'rin terms

of its expected human response.

The first two components of the assessment are entirely site or

system specific, relating to either estimates or measurement of the

environmental noise before and after the action being considered. The<9
C-I
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" same approach is used, conceptually, for the examination of a house

near one proposed road, the entire highway system, or the totality

of the nation's airports. Tbe methodology for estimatingthe noise envi-

ronment will vary widely with the scope and type of problem, but the

concept remains the same.

In contrast to the widely varying methodologies that may be used

for estimating the noise environment in each case, the relationships to

human response canbe quantified by a single methodology for each site

or noise producing system considered in terms of the number of people

_ in occupied places exposed to noise of a specified magnitude. This
\.

" does not mean that individuals exhibit the same susceptibility to noise;

they do not. Even groups of people may vary in response depending on

- previous exposure, age, socio-economic status, political cohesiveness

_' "t andother social variables. In the aggregate, however, for residential

•, locations the average response of groups of people is quite stably re-

lated to cumulative noise exposure as expressed in a measure such as

the average yearly Ldn. The response considered is the general ad-

verse reaction of people to noise which consists of a combination of

such factors as speech interference, sleep interference, desire [or a

tranquil environment, and the ability to use telephones, radio, or TV

. satisfactorily. The measure of this response is related to the percen-

tage of people in a population that would be expected to indicate a high

annoyance to living in a noise environment of a specified level of ex-

posure.
i

.... (_ A generalized expression for the percentage of s population expected
• _ C-2
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i

to be highly annoyed (% HA) when exposed to a specified environmental

noise level is:

% HA = 2(Ldn - 50)

The data from which this expression was derived also show that, even

for situations where, for example, 20% of the people would be expected

to be highly annoyed by their noise environment, the majority of the

population is not at all annoyed.

_ 2. Criteria for Noise Impact

The above considerations permit the specification of numerical val-

_ ues for noise levels in spaces devoted to various types of uses which,

if not exceeded, would provide entirely acceptable acoustical environ-

ments, Thus, if those values are not exceeded, it could be assumed[

, _ that there would be no impact from environmental noise.

Specific noise criteria level values for those land uses or occupied

spaces generally encountered in noise impact assessments are provided

in Table 4. Each of the levels provided in the table is specified as an

outdoor noise level, even though the use of many of the spaces is

usually indoors. The noise reduction for typical building construction

' has been used to arrive at an outdoor noise level that would provide

an acceptable indoor environment, since in any general environmental

_. impact study it is only an outdoor noise level that can be predicted in

i. any practical application. Also, it has been assumed in the table that
industrial and commercial applications are zero impacted at any envi-

, ronmental noise level.i
t

C-3i
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3. Fractional Impact

Using the criteria levels of Table 4 as definition of zero impact,

a method is needed for defining impact if these criteria noise levels

are exceeded, In both the cases of annoyance response and speech

interference, the range of noise levels between totally acceptable condi-

tions and totally unacceptable conditions is approximately 20 decibels.

• For annoyance this is an Ldn range of 55 to 75; for speech this corres-

ponds to the articulation index range from 1.0 to sllghtlylcss than 0.4.

• The percent of noise impact at a location can thus be defined as

ranging from zero, when the local noise level is at or below the rele-

vant criterion level, to 100% when the local noise level exceeds this

!: criterion level by 20 decibels.

. For any location, the percent exeeedance of the noise level above
i l

ilf :,'1 the criterion level is defined as the Fractional Impact (FI), expressed
!_ • _ as:

! FI = O.05 (L - Lc) for L>Lc

,_ FI = 0 for L-<Le

!! Where L is the appropriate Leq measure for the local environmental

i:i noise (i. e., either Ldn or Leq) and Lc is the appropriate criterion

} level from Table 4 for the land use under consideration. Note that FI
4"

t can exceed unity, if L exceeds Lc by more than 20 dB.

I The possibility of hearing loss, however, will start becoming a

factor for aLdn greaterthan approximately 75 dB. The quantification,

therefore, of the impact for levels above 75 dB becomes less obvious,

In spite of this the fractionalimpact is continued to be calculated aecor-
} c-4
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ding to the formula even for levels above 75 dB. Constraints on the

"interpretation of the total impact and the characterization of adverse

impact arodesigned to give appropriate weight to the hearing loss con-

siderations.

4. Total Impact

In order to introduce the number •of people affected by each level of

: environmental noise into the analysis, it is assumed that a trade-off

cm_ be made between the intensity and the extensity of noise impact.

That is, an assumption that a moderate exceedance of criterion levels

: for a large group of people would be expected to be of greater impact

than a large exceedance of criterion levels for a small number of

!, people, A way of defining the impact is to determine the number of

_ persons (Pi) of the total population under consideration (P) who have

.I various exceedances (Li - Lc) of the criterion levels. This deter-

,._ ruination should be performed using (Li - Lc) increments of 5 decibels

:. or less. Thus the Equivalent Noise ImPact (END of a specific noise

environment for a population P can be expressed as:

ENI = _ (FIi) (Pl)
t

This descriptor (END might be considered as the "equivalent popu-

lation" lO0%impaeted by noise. For residential uses, it can be defined

as the equivalent number of persons exposed to a Ldn of 75 dB. It

• , provides an estimate as to the magnitude of the impact and serves as

the basis of other measures which are useful for comparing impact of

different noise sources and regulations or combinations of these with

C-5
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each other, Such comparisons assume the same area or population

base.

The Change in Equivalent Noise Impact is defined as:
[ AENI= ENIA- ENIB

!
: Where ENIB and ENIA are the "bdore" and "after" population exposed

to some noise condition. This measure is useful for comparing the

i effects of various actions with each other, These comparisons are

valid even though the areas or population bases differ.

I Another useful measure is the Relative Change in Impact (RCI),

This characterizes the change in impact due to some action by looking
\

. at the "before" and T'after" noise conditions, The measure (expressed

in percent ) is defined as:

RCI = I00 (AEN] ] ENIB)

This measure, to be meaningful, must be used for the same area or
!

._ population base.

Another measure which is useful for regulatory purposes is the

Ratio of Impact (RI) expressed in percent as fellows:

RI = 100 ( ENIA / ENIB)

! To be meaningful, this value should be computed using the same pop-
]

" ulation, Ideally, the total national population affected by the noise in• i

question should be used for the population base.

I
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